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Fifth Bridges Case Nears Submission
Defense Counters All
Prosecution Witnesses
SAN FRANCISCO—Presentation of evidence in the fifth
trial of President Harry Bridges of the ILWU was completed
on the afternoon of July 20 in the court of United States District Judge Louis E. Goodman and the case neared submission
as The Dispatcher went to press.
Final arguments were expected to be completed sometime on Friday, July 22. There was no indication of when a
decision might be expected.
The trial was heard by Judge Goodman without a jury.
It is a .civil case by which the Immigration Service seeks to
cancel Bridges' citizenship preparatory to deportation proceedings against him. The charge is that he obtained citizenship by fraud by saying at the time (1945) that "I am not and
have not been" a member of the Communist Party,
MONTH OF TRIAL
The trial began June 20, continued to June 27 and was
recessed to July 11 when Bridges took the stand as his own
first defense witness. Preceding his testimony was a motion
of the defense made by Defense Counsel Telford Taylor for
dismissal of the complaint. He told the court that the Supreme Court had laid down the rule that denaturalization
cases must be clear and unequivocal and said that as the
ease then stood a finding against Bridges could not be supported (see Page 3, Column 1). The judge reserved decision
until the whole ease is submitted.

New HAW Local 17
Building Is Ready
1LVVU President Harry Bridges and his daughter, Julie
(aged 12), as they appeared in US District Judge Good.
man's court during Ms fifth trial. Julie heard her father speaking from the witness stand, defending his union record and detailing his history, as the first witness for the defense.

Father & Daughter

Bridges Tells Solons Government
Interference More Harm Than Good
WASHINGTON, D.C.—In testimony before the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee
here on July 18, ILWU President
Harry Bridges laid major stress
on the problems of longshore productivity, and allied problems related to the maintenance of stability in the maritime industry.
"I understand that several employer witnesses have testified ...
alleging low productivity on the
part of West Coast longshoremen,", Bridges said. "This is a
charge that I cannot refute any
more than they can prove."
NO GOOD FIGURES
Bridges told the members of
the House committee that no adequate figures existed on which a
judgment could be based on the
question of longshore productivity.
There have been studies made,
he said, but they are largely inconclusive. "The technical problem of securing satisfactory productivity figures is tremendously
difficult. Output per manhour is
dependent upon many variables:
the physical conditions of the job,
such as ship design, pier design,
facilities, extent of mechanization, weather conditions; efficiency of planning and supervision; organization and size of
gangs; skill of the winch driver
. To separate out and measure
the influence of any one or more
of these variables is a difficult
Job of engineering."
MEN SHOULDN'T SUFFER
The ILWU president made it
plain that the union did not oppose technological improvements,

but felt only that "the men
should not suffer because of
mechanization or rationalization
of work methods."
Greater stability could be
achieved by the maritime industry, Bridges told the congressmen,
if it were possible to eliminate
jurisdictional disputes.
"There have been disputes for
decades between longshoremen
and sailors over certain jobs. The
significant feature of these disputes is that the seamen always
seek to perform longshore work
for extra or overtime pay . —
The.record will bear me out in
saying that the so-called jurisdictional beefs we have been involved in have been forced upon
us."
AFL RAIDING
While Bridges did not mention
the endless attempts Lundeberg
has made to raid ILWU's jurisdiction — at least by name — he
made it plain what he was driving at when he quoted from the
Los Angeles Commercial News of
July 11, a front-page headline
which reads: "AFL Coalition Out
to Absorb ILWU and ILA."
"The AFL coalition referred
to," Bridges said, "is the AFL
Maritime Trades Department
meeting in New York."
To achieve further stability in
the industry, Bridges plugged for
joint expiration dates for maritime trades contracts, and told
the committee how ILWU has
been working for years to achieve
them.
•
"The ILWU, alone among the

maritime unions," he said, "has
demonstrated its desire to eliminate the whipsaw by seeking specific contract language looking
toward a common expiration date
(Continued on Page 11)

BRODERICK, Calif. — The
new 650,000 building for
ILWU Local 17 will be completed and dedicated by the
warehouse local on July 23.
The dedication ceremonies
will also commemorate the
20th anniversary of the local's
charter, and will include a barbecue at noon, entertainment
and a dance the same evening
in the new headquarters.
The new structure contains
a hiring hall, an auditorium
and ample office facilities.
Ground was broken on March
28.
The address of Local 17, ,
after July 23, will be 600
Fourth Avenue, Broderick.

Testifies for Bridges;
Has Dock Pass Lifted!
SAN FRANCISCO-S-A defense
witness for ILWU President
Harry Bridges in his current trial
had his Coast Guard pass taken
from him in the corridor of the
US courthouse here, when he
stepped down from the witness
stand on July 15.
He is longshoreman Frank Jenkins, a member of ILWU Local
19 (Seattle) and currently Si
member of its executive board.
The CG representatives claimed
they lad been looking for Jenkins
"ever since 1953." He has been
working on the 'front at all times,
living in Seattle and has even met
with CO representatives' as a
member of the local's labor relations committee.
Defense Attorney Richard Gladstein, when court resumed, informed US District Judge Louis
E. Goodman of the shocking incident. He described it as dramatic and incredible and an example of why the defense was
reluctant to put working longshoremen on the stand in
Bridges' defense.
Judge Goodman said there was
nothing he could do about it, and
added, "What prompts another

Bridges taking the land for
the second time, again flatly denied that he was or ever had
been a member of the COMMUnist Party, and he countered the
testimony of government witnesses Bruce Hannon, John Schomaker, Harry
Hook, David.
(Butch) Saunders. Charles Pfeil- ,
fer and others with testimony
that alleged Communist Party
meetings in which they placed
him were either fictitious, insofar as his participation was involved, or not of the character
alleged. In this he was amply
supported by B. B. Jones, Matt
Meehan, Herman Mann, Frank ,
M. Andrews and Carleton (Slim)
Mclin.
INCONSISTENCIES SHOWN
The defense developed many
Inconsistencies in the government's ease. One of Ahese made
completely implausible the testimony to the effect that Bridges
was ordered in the spring of 1930
to recruit Business Agent Harry
Hook into the Communist Party
in order to stop a big uptown
machinists strike in San Francisco. The records showed there
was no big uptown machinists
strike in 1939.
Another inconsistency involved
the testimony of Saunders that
he collected three silver dollars
from Bridges as party dues at
his office in the Balboa Building
In mid-1936. Bridges did not take
offices in the Balboa Building
until April of 1937.
DEFENSE IS BLOCKED
The defense was closed off
from presenting evidence in support of its main theme — that
Bridges' conduct, the structure
and history of the union and
other things were incompatible
with membership in the Commu.
nist Party, and that control or
domination of the union by the
Communist Party or any outaids
agency would be absolutely
possible. The judge ruled suds
evidence to be collateral and n
admissible.
Lined up to testify as to the;
democracy of the union were
Frank Jenkins of Seattle, Roy M.
Donnelly of Los Angeles, Ernest
Bowen of Los Angeles, ROMS
Mallen of San Francisco, George

agency of the government to take
this step is beyond my knowledge."
"I think it no mere accident
that the Coast Guard shows up
this morning," Gladstein said,
"and revokes Jenkins' pass."
He revealed that when the Seattle longshoreman had given a
pre-trial deposition, he had been
asked to show his pass to Assistant US Attorney Lynn .1. Gillard,
who is conducting the prosecution's case.
Guard rose in court to "explain" the incident. He said that
during Jenkins' deposition he had
noticed that his pass had "expired" and informed the Coast
Guard of that fact. He added that
the CO had been trying to "find"
Jenkins to revoke it.
The explanation was far from
the truth, for not only had Jenkins been working on the Seattle
waterfront steadily since 1953,
living there and meeting with the
CG itself, but all CO passes expired in 1953, and the government agency informed the union
that such passes could be used
until the CG got around to issu- (lark of Seattle, Robert T. Baker
ing new ones.
(Continued on Page 11)
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An Immoral Procedure
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"Okay, let's see you prove when,
where, why and to whom you
didn't say 'Abracadabra'?"
IT WAS JUST one year ago, on July 21, 1954, that the negotiations between the world powers at Geneva finally coileluded with an Indo-Chinese cease-fire agreement. It took
three months of negotiations and discussion to accomplish this
and to agree further on holding a national election in July,
1956, in order to establish a single, unified government, replacing the temporary regimes of North and South Viet-Nam.
The Geneva conference of 1954 was the first successful
negotiation of a major issue to take place since the outbreak
of the cold war. Even the Korean settlement still remains incomplete beyond the cease fire. Thus the conference of last
year not only was a demonstration of how negotiation could
settle major disputes but it helped to pave the way for the
Big Four conference in session at Geneva at this time.
Even if the Geneva conference had accomplished nothing
more than a cease-fire after eight years of bloody fighting in
Indo-China it would have been of great importance. This is
especially so as far as the people of the US are concerned;
because a year ago we faced a real drive on the part of some
leading politicians and generals to spread the Indo-Chinese
war and to involve our country in it.

ANY REASONS have been given for the success of the
M
negotiations last year. But probably the underlying
facts behind the whole thing were that when the war ended

PH IL
HERE ARE two legal fictions maintained
T
in the current effort of the Immigration
Service to behead our union. One of these is

•

the pose that the case is a mere civil procedure and not 3 prosecution and the other is
that the case is merely aimed at one man
who, the Immigration Service maintains, obtained citizenship ten years ago by fraud.
The present trial of Harry Bridges—his
fifth—it is true, is technically a civil procedure. But a finding against him involves loss
of his citizenship and ultimate deportation to
a land he left forty years ago. The late Mr.
Justice Frank Murphy in his famous concurring opinion throwing out the third Bridges
case — also a civil procedure — commented
upon the multiple jeopardy in which Bridges
had been placed and pointed up the fact that
deportation was severe punishment.
The fiction that the Immigration Service
Is not out to behead and wreck our union is
eloquently dispelled by the attitude of the
government prosecutors toward ILWU members who have been testifying for the defense. This attitude has been openly vindictive and their questions on cross-examination have been sometimes juvenile, many
times inflammatory and always insulting.
Consider, for example, the question put
to one defense witness: "Do you think the
courts of the United States are instruments
of capitalist oppression?" Even the judge
was impelled to ask that it be withdrawn.
Breathing through the entire case on the
part of the prosecutors has been contempt
and scorn for working men and assumption
that people who toil with their hands and
backs are not blessed with intelligence. Let
us say immediately that every witness who
appeared for the defense not only displayed
a high degree of native intelligence, but did
so in such degree as to expose the crudeness
of their questioners. They met the baiting
and prejudice with a calm scorn of their own.
As to the vindictiveness of the prosecution, it seems hardly likely • that anybody
needs more proof than the lifting of the
Coast Guard pass from one defense witness
as he left the stand, with a government attorney admitting that it was he who got in
touch with the Coast Guard.

Pia W

go again to the Supreme Court, for either
litigant in this technical, civil case can appeal. That the Immigration Service will appeal any favorable decision for Bridges
seems likely in face of what one immigration agent told Matt Meehan some months
ago—that getting Bridges has now become a
matter of pride with the Service.
We know that the government has presented a woefully weak ease through witnesses who either have reasons of their own
for testifying as the government wants them
to, or who have made informing their chief
source of livelihood. The defense has refuted
every word of the prosecution witnesses and
there has been no shred of documentary evidence against Bridges.
Although the government witnesses were
allowed to distort the picture of our union
and make it appear that it was made up of
stupid oafs dominated and controlled by the
Communist Party, the defense was choked
off in its effort to show the true picture of
the union—a structure and record that make
it absolutely impossible for either outside
control or inside dictation.

HE FINAL outcome in the main still rests
T
with us, with our ability to rally in our
own
known to the Presdefense and make it
ident that we are solidly united in our demand that he cancel out this suit and correct
the immoral practices of the Immigration
Service'.

the French colonial rulers had already lost control of over
half of the country, they held on to the rest by the skin of
their teeth, and the people of France were fed up with the
"dirty war" and wanted it ended. The French army was
licked by the Viet-Namese people who were fighting for their
own land and for the right to run their own lives.
One American diplomat, returning from Geneva to be
welcomed by newspaper and political criticism for having
•"sold out," put the whole thing right when he commented.
that "diplomacy has rarely been able to gain at the conference table what cannot be gained or held on the battlefield."
There was nothing which the people of Indo-China won at
Geneva in negotiation which they had not already paid for
dearly on the battlefield. In fact some newspaper stories indicated that the Russians and Chinese had to put real pressure on the Viet-Namese to. get them to accept the Geneva
agreement; the people who had done the fighting and the
dying just insisted that the terms weren't good enough.

AN,
OW, A YEAR LATER, although the threat of renewed
fighting in Indo-China is not much to worry about, some
of the problems remaining from the Geneva settlement of
1954 are still with us—especially the guarantee to hold a
national election in July, 1956.
Under the terms of the agreement the preliminary discussions for next year's election were to get underway this
week, on July 20, 1955. But that date has come and passed—
with no negotiation.
And there have been newspaper stories that the government of South Viet-Nam—in power only because of the support of the US State Department—has no intention of going
through with the election. The reason given is that this government was not a party to the Geneva agreement. But the
real reason is .that they know that in any election the
avowedly pro-Communist government of North Viet-Nam will
win overwhelmingly.
The fact that our government, which has argued so
strongly for an immediate election in Germany, has so far
not made clear its stand on the Viet-Namese election, suggests that the US is less interested in elections, as such, than
in particular elections which we are sure will go our way.

N

ACK IN APRIL, 1953, when the Indo-Chinese fighting
B
was at its height, the ILWU convention called for a ceasefire in Indo-China, negotiation of all the issues in dispute

and a plebiscite of all the people on the results obtained.
Points one and two of this resolution have been nailed
down. But with the passage of the July 20, 1955, deadline for
election discussions, a stumbling block on point three seems
to have developed.
tiLAAY14,
At stake in this election is a great deal. And that explains
why we can expect growing opposition to any election between now and next July.
For when the people of Indo-China vote and select the
lataraltiavail lasaikaramen'i rad Wets bamoter• Vales
5 arse
government—and the policies—of North Viet-Nam and of
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
. its communist leader Ho Chi Minh, it will be world-shaking.
Published every two weeks by the International LongFor it will be the first occasion in modern times that a
shoremen's I Warehouseman's Union at 150 Golden
have freely voted an openly communist government
people
Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Entered as second
into power. And as a result, a major blow will be struck to
class matter as of Dec. IS, 1942, at the Post Office at
the 'force and violence" theory which has caused so much
San Francisco, Calif., under the Act of August 24, 1912.
confusion and hysteria in recent years.
Subscription $1.50 per year.
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif.
When people freely vote a government or a party into
Phone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
power by a secret ballot, the charge that such a regime can
MARRY BRIDGES,
LOUIS GOLORT.ATT,
come to power only through force and violence will necesSecretary-Treasurer
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sarily be shown to be false, in such an instance.
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WHATEVER THE outcome of the case
To prevent this, the up-coming Indo-Chinese elections
FAIRLEY,
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VW on the trial level—and we make no LINCOLN
will probably be,nbstrncted in every possible way. One year
Information Director
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prediction about that—the case might well
from now we'll know if this prediction came true.
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ILWU Pensioners Picnic in Seattle

ILWU Local 19 pensioners combined commemoration of Bloody Thursday with
a July 5 picnic at Lincoln Park (West Seattle). Here are three pictures taken
at the shindig, widely attended by oldtimers and their families, as well as by
Local 19 members and their friends. The auxiliary was on hand to help with the
food. In center insert, chief cook James J. Whitney and an unidentified pal

carve the ham. On left, taking it easy in the sun, are.(left fo right) Bill Guy,i
Danny Larson (who worked 50 years on the 'front before his retirement), 1
Fred Cooper and Tobias Smith. At right, at picnic table, are Whitney and his
wife, his youngest, teen-age son (at right) and.
two of the Whitneys' 29 grand-i
children. They say, modestly,"We have a large family."

Taylor Boils Down Government Case
SAN FRANCISCO—In a motion to dismiss the fifth case
against ILWU President Harry
Bridges July 11, Defense Counsel
Tefford Taylor boiled down the
government's evidence against
Bridges into four categories. They
were:
GOVERNMENT'S CASE
1. Evidence with respect to the
nature of the Communist Party;
2, The examination of Bridges
himself, as an adverse witness, by
US Assistant Attorney Lynn 3,
Gi'lard;
3. Testimony purporting to establish Bridges' membership in
the Communist Party, primarily
based on what was said by the
government's chief witness, John
Schomakgr, and,
4. Testimony purporting to establish Bridges' presence at several meetings between 1936 and
1943, which were alleged to have
been Communist meetings.
In disposing of these points,
one by one, Taylor brought out:
NO CONNECTION MADE
1. That the "expert" testimony
of professional witness John Leaner did not establish "any connection whatsoever between
(Bridges) and the Communist
Party," but, if anything, damaged
the government's case.
This is so, Taylor asserted, because Bridges "and his union
have repeatedly worked at crosspurposes to Communist objectives, to such a degree that
(Bridges') proven record is
wholly inconsistent with the
charge of Communist membership and affiliation."
2. When Gillard put Bridges on
the stand the first day of the
trial, in a surprise move, Bridges
categorically denied membership
in the Communist Party and answered a long series of questions.
ON BRIDGES' MEMORY
"Mr. Gillard's efforts to impeach Mr. Bridges' testimony in
answer to his questions," Taylor
told the court, "consisted entirely of his use of this prior testimony by way of impeachment
for prior inconsistent statements
•

.. all that Mr. Gillard succeeded in establishing was that
Mr. Bridges remembered more
about certain persons and epiNodes when he testified in 1939
or 1941 than be does now, in
1955. 1 respectfully suggest that,
far from casting doubt on Mr.
Bridges' veracity, this rather
tends to reinforce it. It would
indeed be remarkable if his mem017 of these persons and episodes
today were precisely the same as
it was 16 years ago...."
Typical of Gillard's tactics, Tay-

lor pointed out, was a series of
questions relating to 10 mined
individuals, and Bridges' answers
wene -meticulously compared.
with what he had said before
Dean Landis or Judge Sears in
1939 or 1941.
23 YEARS AGO!
"Bridges' alleged contact with
sonic of these persons' said Taytook place as long ago
lor, ".
as 1933. That was already six
years before his testimony in the
Landis hearing, and it is 23 years
before his testimony in response
to Mr. Gillard's questions ,.."
This type of tactic, Taylor
claimed, "reinforces the constitutional objections to this proceeding under the due process clause,
inasmuch as this is plainly what
the Supreme Court . . described
.
as an attempt 'to wear the
accused out by a multitude of
cases with accumulated trials .
SCHOMAKER SPIKED
3. Ripping into Schomaker's
testimony, Taylor contended it all
hangs on his alleged accidental
meeting with Bridges and B. B.
Jones in a restaurant in 1933,
when Schomaker said Jones
"signed up" Bridges as a Communist Party member — although
Schomaker himself never saw
Bridges sign.
".
this testimony," Taylor
argued, "is so implausible on its
face as to be totally unworthy of
credence."
". . Bridges had no reason or
motive to join," Taylor said, "and
every reason to remain independent. Yet we are now asked to
believe Schomaker's story that
Bridges, having pointed out these
excellent reasons for not joining
to a group of Communist leaders
especially assembled in order to
woo him, inexplicably changed
his mind over a morning cup of
coffee with B. B. Jones, and subjected himself — . to the hazards
of deportation .. ."
EXPANDING MEMORY
Taylor dwelt at length on the
many discrepancies in Schomaker's testimony in the 1949 trial
and the present proceeding, Testifying as to two alleged meetings
designed to "recruit" Bridges,
Schomaker in 1949 "did not mention these meetings at all on direct examination, and on crossexamination he barely mentioned
them ... and said that the 'largest number of people present'...
was 'three or four,' as contrasted
with the seven names he has
given this time for the first meeting and the eight names for the
second . ."
In the current trial Schomaker
claimed to remember four "indoctrination" meetings ' Bridges

attended in 1934 after "joining,"
and eight more between 1936 and
1939.
• • • only one (of these) was
mentioned by Schomaker in his
1949 testimony," Taylor pointed
out ". .. the other eleven meetings are all spanking new so far
as Schomaker is concerned ...
7 IN-11 OUT
"There is no possible explanation of this extraordinary discrepancy that does not cast the gravest doubt on Schomaker's credibility. . . . But there is still one
more feature to be remarked—
Schomaker did testify in 1949 to
seven meetings . . connecting
Bridges with the Communist
Party, all of which he placed between December 1934 and the
end of 1936, but he was not asked
about and did not mention any
of these episodes in the present
trial. In other words, it is a case
of seven out and eleven in; I will
not say whether there is madness,
but I do detect method in this
substitution of eleven meetings
between 1936 and 1939 for the
seven eliminated between December 1934 and 1936."
"This is not the first time that
testimony has been exposed as a
miserable fabrication, as a result
of the witness's inability to govern his own mendacity. Time and
time again, whether on direct or
cross•examination, Sehomaker reported verbatim these imaginary
lectures and discussions of 22
years ago ..."
"WILLED WITH MALICE"
He reminded the court that
Schomaker had claimed to have
destroyed "two or three trunks
full" of evidence that Bridges
was a Communist at the very time
that Schomaker was employed,by
the Immigration Service to prepare the present trial.
"Obviously," Taylor said,"Srhomaker is filled with malice
against (Bridges), and will stop
at nothing ... I think it may be
safely predicted that, if there is
'another Bridges trial, Mr. Schomaker will not be among the witnesses."
4. Taylor scornfully` castigated
the government Theory that any
meeting at which Communists
were present 'as automatically a
"Communist Meeting," and demonstrated that -stories told by
Harry Hook, Schomaker and David Saunders could never have
occurred.
"I respectfully suggest," Taylor
concluded, 'that on-the record as
it now stands at the close of the
government's case, a decision to
cancel (Bridges') naturalization
certificate cannot possibly be supported,"

A Four-Hour Strike Wins
Gains at Alpert & Alpert
LOS ANGRLES—Alpert & Alpert management here capitulated to contract demands of
ILWU Local 26 members shortly
after workers proved they meant
business by shutting down the
plant July 7. Four hours after
pickets started marching, the
company agreed to a 5 cents an
hour wage increase, effective the
day of the strike, and other improvements designed to bring the
scrap company into line with the
scrap industry pattern,
Other gains were an employer.
contribution of $11.65 a month
per worker for Class A Health
and Welfare coverage, 5 days
sick leave a year (beginning October 1), 6 paid holidays (including pay for holidays falling on
Saturday) with 2,/a times straight
pay if worked.
OTHER GAINS WADE
Paid vacations were pegged at
1 week after 1 year, 2 weeks after
2 years, and 3 after 15, with prorated vacation pay in the event
of termination of a worker.
Local 26 members at the plant

had authorized strike action
necessary by a 32-2 vote.
Workers at the plant had returned to the ILWU in May by al
34 to 14 vote in an NLRB dec.,
tion. AFL Teamsters, who had'
maintained back - door contracts,
with the employer since they
raided in 1949, got the short end
of the vote.
Negotiators were Joe Taylor,
Enrique Sermeno and William
Arrington, all stewards at the
plant. They were assisted by;
President Al Caplan and 'Rusin's.;
Agent Hy Orkin.

Local 6's Drum
Corps at Picnic
SAN FRANCISCO — The drunal
corps of Warehouse Union. Local!
6, ILWU, will display its talents
at the picnic sponsored by the
National Guardian, to be held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vincent.
Hallinan in Ross, on July 31st.
Diana Shelton, winner of the
Junior Chicago Music Festival
Championship, will perform si
twirling exhibition.

This is the 3-man nego ;a1;ng comma-.
tee at Alpert & Alpert (Los Angeles),
which recently brought ILWU Local 26 workers there a 5 cent
an hour wage gain and other improvements, after a 4-hour
strike, From the left, union stewards Enrique Sermena, Jos
•Joe Taylor and William Arrington,.

Negotiators
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Bridges fakes the Stand as Defense Case Opens
Jones. These comprise the four
'indoctrination' meetings early in
1934 and eight others that are
(The Dispatcher resumes the said to have occurred from 1936
running story ol the filth Bridges to 1939. On cross-examination,
jranse-asp in the columns below. Schomaker was asked with re—Ed.)
spect to each of these meetings
(July 11, 1955)
when he first told any governJudge Louis E. Goodman ruled ment representative about it. At
that the testimony of a deceased first he was uncertain in his rewitness against Bridges in his ply, but as soon as he grasped
1949 trial was admissible as part the implications of the question,
of the government's otherwise he became almost belligerently
closed case.
positive that he had told the govThe testimony was that of ernment authorities, including
Irene Patti Harris, who had Mr. Donohue, about these meetclaimed she attended a meeting ings at the time of the 1949 trial.
where Bridges urged people to But if that is so, is it conceivable
join the Communist Party.
that Mr. Donohue would not have
Following the ruling Telford asked him to testify about them
Taylor, counsel for Bridges, be- in 1949?
-There is.no possible explanation of this extraordinary discrepancy that does not cast the gravest doubt on Schomaker's credibility, as the courts have held
ever since the trial of the notorious perjuror Titus Oates in 1685.
But there is still one more feature
to be remarked—Schomaker did
testify in 1949 to seven meetings
or other episodes connecting
Bridges with the Communist
Party, all of which he placed between December 1934 and the
end of 1936, but he was not asked
about and did not mention any
of these episodes in the present
trial. In other words, it is a case
of seven out and eleven in; I will
not say whether there is madness,
but I do detect method in this
substitution of eleven meetings
between 1936 and 1.939 for the
seven eliminated between December 1934 and 1936."
BURNED 'EVIDENCE'
Taylor pointed out how SohoMATT MEEHAN—He told the maker said he burned "trunks
Court that the story Bruce Han- full" of alleged documents that
non told about a Communist would prove Bridges a communist
: Party meeting in his (Han- without telling the government
them.
non's), home was a lie. If was he possessed
He said Schomaker was filled
l a social gathering, Meehan
;said. He saki Bridges had more with malice against Bridges and
would go to any length to get
than anyone else to cis with him.
making 1LWU a rank and file
Taylor denounced the effort of
controlled union, impossible of the government to make any
domination by any outside meeting a Communist Party meeting because some communists
force.
were alleged to be present.
gan argument on a defense moOn the testimony that Bridges
tion to dismiss the case.
was assigned to recruit Harry
MOTION TO DISMISS
Hook of the Machinists Union inTaylor quoted the Supreme to the Communist Party, Taylor
Couit of the United States as said it WM not even a story for
'saying that in a denaturalization children and after analyzing its
case the government must pre- incredibility, he said: "It is amazsent clear and unequivocal evi- ing that such testimony would
?dem*, This, he argued, has not even be offered."
been done.
He ended, saying that as the
Referring to Bridges' testimony ease now stands a finding against
as an adverse government wit- Bridges could not be supported.
ness, Taylor said it in no way
"The court will reserve deci'helped the government case.
sion," Judge Goodman said, "unOn the testimony of John Sao- til the whole case is submitted."
maker, the government's chief MOTIONS DENIED
witness, he said the core of his
Taylor then moved that all evistory is the alleged recruitment dence relating to Bridges' alleged
of Bridges into the Communist membership in the Communist
Party in a waterfront restaurant. Party prior to the Landis deciAN OBVIOUS LIE
sion in 1939 be stricken under
"Such a story is a transparent the rule of res adjudicata (prior
fabrication, and Schomaker's tes- judgment). He followed this with
timony bears other marks of its similar motions regarding the
worthlessness. Few men can con- 1941 and 1949 trials.
coct an elaborate story and keep
Judge Goodman denied Them.
it internally consistent, and Scho- Taylor called Bridges to the
maker is not one of the few."
stand.
"The Communist Party on the
"Mr. Bridges, are you or have
waterfront was essentially a vest- you ever been a member of the
pocket affair," he said, "it made Communist Party?"
little headway among the long"I have not."
shoremen. Bridges was active in
"Are you or have you ever been
building Local 38-79 of the Inter- a member of any organization
national Longshoremen's Associa- advocating violent overthrow of
tion and this was a direct threat the government?"
;to the communist-supported Ma"I have not."
rine Workers Industrial Union.
Taylor then had him recite
(Bridges had nothing to gain by facts about his family, his birth
joining the Communist Party and in Melbourne, Australia, in 1901,
Schomaker's story is a complete his early schooling and his befabrication."
coming a sailor in the latter part
Pointing to the fact that in the of 1916 when he was 15 years old.
ease of two alleged meetings He went over his career as a seaSchomaker said in 1949 that they man and brought him up to his
were attended by "3 or 4 per- entrance into the United States at
sons" and in the present trial he San Francisco in May of 1920.
named 7 persons at one meeting BRIDGES ON STAND
and 8 at the other, Taylor said:
Bridges said he was a member
"Most of us have fading mem- of the Australian Stamen's Unories, but it seems that Schonsa- ion. He said all unions in Austraher's broadens in scope as time lia generally held a perspective
goes on."
for socialism.
'Just after I went to sea in
PREPOSTEROUS!
"But the situation Is even more 1917," Bridges said, "there was a
preposterous with respect to strike of West Coast longshoreSchomaker's testimony of alleged men and Australian dockers were
Communist meetings that he and not unloading shim from the
Bridges attended after Bridges' West Coast." He said later there
supposed recruitment by B. R. was a strike in Australia whicti
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spread to a general strike. He
told of serving as sailors' delegate and later as a ship's delegate while he was sailing.
The first union he joined after
entering the United States was
the Sailors Union of the Pacific,
he said. He said he once joined
the Industrial Workers of the
World, which he termed a radical organization, which in 1921
was helping the seamen in a
strike.
He said he worked for a time
for the US Coast and Geodetic
Survey. He quit in 1922 and became a longshoreman.
EARLY CONDITIONS
Asked about conditions on the
waterftont then, he said:
"When I first came down conditions weren't too bad. There
had just been a bitter strike in
1919."
He said the Australian 1919
ban on West Coast ships had not
been lifted. To get this lifted the
employers set up a company union, which Bridges said he evaded
joining until 1923 although it had
a closed shop.
"What was the Blue Book Union?"
"That was the company union."
"What was the Red Book Union?"
"That was the ILA, and at one
time the Riggers and Stevedores."
Asked about the benefits of the
Blue Book Union, he said there
were none. "It was a matter of
dodging the dues collectors."
He told about the blacklist that
came out of the 1919 strike. He
said an ILA local was started in
1923 and that he joined it in 1924
and made the blacklist. Ile described the shape-up in San Francisco.
"The men would shape-up in
front of the Ferry Building and

CARLETON MELIN — Longshoreman since 1937,who knew
both Schomaker and Bridges
well and at one time a Communist. himself. He gave the lie
to Schomaker, said he had never known Bridges as a Communist and that Schomaker had
specifically fold him that he
had no knowledge that Bridges
was a Communist, but 'assumed' he was.
gang bosses would cOme down
and pick out the men they
wanted."
He said that when shipping
fell off in 1929 individuals had to
do more work for less pay and
under miserable conditions. He
described the employer-controlled
"Fink Hall" where he said the
union records of the men were
checked before they could be dispatched to a job.
He said' the JLA local formed
hi 1923 functioned until Labor
Day in 1924 when it petered out.
In 1928 after an eLfort was made
to get an ILA cBarter for the
company union, a referendum was
taken and Bridges was active in
getting the men to vote it down.
The ILA local was revived in
1932, he said, and picked up
steam In 1933 after the inauguration speech of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. He described the setting up of various locals of District 38 of ILA on the coast.
Assistant US Attorney Lynn J.
Gillard objected to the line of

questioning. ''The union is not on
trial," he said.
Taylor replied that the witnesses Schomaker and Bruce
Hannon had testified the ILA
was communist-dominated.
The judge overruled the objection and Bridges was asked about
the Marine Workers Industrial
Union. He said he never became
a member of it.
"It was generally understood,
not a part of the Communist
Party, but a breakaway from the
other unions," he said.
Ile was asked when he first
came into contact with any communist organization. He named
1933 and said it was when Walter
Lambert appeared before the Labor Council to plead for picket.
line aid. Bridges said he was a
delegate and that after Lambert
was excused the argument was
advanced that help should not be
given him because he was a Communist.
BRIDGES_ ON COMMUNISTS
Bridges related the program of
Communist Party speakers of the
time as he remembered it. He
said he was asked to join, but he
did not remember by whom.
"Did you join?" "No." "Why
not?" "I didn't agree with their
program, especially the organizing aspects."
"What did you mean by that?"
"I had in mind their trade union
approach."
fie said he thought the program too revolutionary and farfetched and said it would not
meet the . pressing problems of
the longshoremen.
"The matter of overloaded
slingloads, over-work, kickbacks
to bootleggers, etc., it seemed to
me couldn't be answered by promising that some day workers
would own the means of production."
MET DARCY
He remembered hearing Sam
Darcy and others speaking on the
waterfront but said he didn't get
acquainted with Darcy until 1934.
He said the ILA revival in 1932
came chiefly from longshoremen
working the Army docks, but in
that year it was "mostly talk."
"Did the National Recovery Act
have any effect?"
"Oh, yes, quite an effect along
with 3.2 beer." He said NRA
brought a spurt in organization.
"Did 38-79 (the ILA local) recruit longshoremen in competition with the MWIU?"
"Yes, with success."
ILA ORGANIZING
Bridges told of a coastwise conference of maritime crafts in
April of 1933 and action taken a
month later by the ILA for bargaining for coastwise recognition
of the unions. Re said Joseph
Ryan, President of the ILA, objected to ILA tying up with other
unions. Then he told of an ILA
district conference in Portland in
July, 1933, to discuss and adopt
an ILA position with respect to
an NRA code for the maritime
Industry of the Pacific Coast.
Taylor introduced as an exhibit
a proposed NRA code covering
longshoremen, ships clerks and
grainhandlers. It was adopted by
the July, 1933 conference and it
called for the 6-hour day, 30-hour
week and wages of $1.00 an hour
and $1.50 overtime. It also called
for union-controlled hiring halls
and no requirement sto join any
company union.
Bridges said the president, Hol-

man, of ILA Local 38-79, was
more or less self-appointed with
the approval of Joseph Ryan.
"Were any officers elected by
the membership?"
"Not at that time." He added
that there was no provision for
consultation with the membership.
COMMITTEE OF 500
"What was the Committee of
500?"
He said it was a group trying
to build a union, to overcome the
bad history of ILA, and to get
democratic organization started,
and to gain recognition, which,
he said, meant a great deal more
in those days.
Taylor introduced as another
exhibit a slate of officers for the
election in September. Bridges
said most of the slate, all oldtime longshoremen, was elected.
"We put everything in the constitution to prevent control of the
union by anybody but the membership," he said.
-Was there anybody on the
slate that you recognize as a COMmunist?"
"Not then or now," he replied.
THE BLUE BOOK
He said most of the slate were
veterans of the 1919 strike and
Bridges had worked on the front
with many of them. Many are
still on the front or on pension.
The slate was successful insofar as two delegates and the executive committee were concerned, the ILA official slate winning the top offices.
"Was any challenge of the Blue
Book union made?"
Bridges said it was challenged
before an NRA board and there
was a finding that the company
union was bona fide and anybody
wanting to work had to pay dues
to it.
Taylor asked him about the
Waterfront Worker. Bridges said
he wrote articles for it and turned
the mimeograph machine at
times.
"When did you become con'
nected with the paper?"
He said it was in October, 1933,
when the paper had ceased publication. He said a man named
Harry Jackson had been putting
it out.
"A group of us got together to
put it out again." He said it was
an anonymous publicalion "because we would have been chased
off the waterfront."
WATERFRONT WORKER
He couldn't recall exactly when
John Schomaker became connected with the paper. "Ile was a
welcome addition because he had
a wife who could type." Ile said
Schomaker at the time gave him
the impression he had been on
the front for about two years.
(The fact was he had just arrived.)
Asked about the October, 1933,
strike on the Matson docks,
Bridges said It was brought about
by the firing of all non-blue book
workers or ILA members. He
said the strike was successfully
spread to the other docks. The
men made a bonfire of the company union books.
"That was the death of the
Blue Book union," he said.
"What was the Albion Hall
group?"
He said it was a group within
the union to fight for democratic
operation of the union. Ile said
(Continued on Page 5)
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ILWU President Details His Entire Union History
WHEW I'VE BEEN
USED SO MUCH
1°A4 ALL WORE OUT

joined the strike in its second to get into evidence the exhibits the maritime Federation of the
he had marked for identification Pacific where a resolution was
day.
adopted calling for all the mari"Did you ever urge any long- earlier in the clay.
Judge Goodman was irked at time unions to go into CIO as
shoremen to join MWIU?"
the possibility that be would one.
"Never."
"Did that resolution originate
Taylor brought out that Local have to wade through the docu38-79 under Bridges' leadership ments, but relented and received with the Communist Party?" "It
supported Upton Sinclair for gov- them on the limited basis that he did not."
He said that by the time of
ernor when Sam Darcy was run- would consider only those portions about which Bridges had that convention there had been a
ning for the same office.
testified,
basic change in CIO policy, and
In July, 1936 Bridges was
it started to issue charters.
elected district president of ILA.
"The objective was to organize
At the same time the district's
the unorganized. We had no injurisdiction was exPanded to
existing
British Columbia and Alaska and
Harry Bridges resumed the terest in disturbing
unions."
work went forward to build the stand in his own defense.
"When you were back East on
Maritime Federation of the PaHis counsel, Telford Taylor, these trips did you visit the cencific.
He said the district constitu- asked him if he attended a meet- tral committee of the Communist
ing at the Cowman Hotel in Seat- Party?" "I did not."
tion was amended in 1935.
May, 1937. Bridges said he
"Whom did you see?" "I saw
"How far are locals bound by tie in
attended many meetings at John L. Lewis and John Brophy
the district?"
"Then as now, the district can around that time, but he picked of the CIO. I saw Mr..Tobin of
meeting to which John the Teamsters in New York."
only recommfnd." He said -great out the
and Bruce Hannon
Before going into the CIO, he
effort was made to set up every Schomaker
had testified and said he remem- said, 'he was on a delegation to
possible safeguard against corcaucus
to
discuss
bered it as a
confer with Lewis about taking a
ruption or outside control.
AFL and CIO.
vote to join the CIO. Bridges reDEMOCRATIC CONTROL
"Did you state there that every
"In this respect our union is effort should be made to get out fused to go along with the program until the delegation had
unique and not duplicated else- of the ILA and into the CIO?"
seen Ryan to urge a national
where in the world."
"No, our program at that time
Bridges said he was making a was to the contrary. I was for vote.
RYAN SELL-OUT
speech in Stockton, California, on staying in ILA."
"Ryan wouldn't even see us,"
the day David (Butch) Saunders
he said, and he then agreed to
claims he saw him elected to the REPORT ON ILA
Taylor introduced an exhibit the program for going into the
central committee of the Communist Party. He said he had which was a preliminary report CIO.
Bridges before the ILA
He said he was appointed West
never attended any meetings of issued by
the Communist Party central district convention in Seattle in Coast director of CIO and that
1937. Bridges identified the re- Lewis gent hire a check for
committee.
$10,044 to set up offices and
"Did you pay three silver dol. port.
"Did you express any views in start an organizing drive,
lars to Saunders as Communist
that report on withdrawing from
"We took over almost the enParty dues?" "I did not."
tire fifth floor of the Balboa
Ile said the union took offices ILA?" "No,"
"Did you make any reference Building in August, 1937. Before
on the fifth floor of the Balboa
Building in San Francisco in in it to a referendum on the then I had a two-room office at
subject?" "Yes."
212 Market Street."
August of 1937. Saunders had tes"Did you make any reference
He was asked about the meettified he collected the three
silver dollars in Bridges' office to (Joseph) Ryan trying to split ing in 1938 at Jack Shaw's house,
where it was alleged he urged
In the Balboa Building in 1936 ILA?" "Yes."
Asked to explain in his own people to join the Communist
right after the Communist Party
words, Bridges told about attend- Party.
1936 national convention.
ing a conference in 1938 with
"I remember a housewarming
Bridges said he did not attend
where Ryan after Jack Shaw bought his
meetings at Redman's Hall or 121 Ryan in the East,
national
federation
agreed
to
a
house."
Haight Street as testified by
"Did you say the Communist
Schomaker. Ile said he visited of maritime unions within the
AFL, providing East and Gulf
ERNEST L. BOWEN—Local 94 121 Haight Street two or three Coast longshoremen would not be Party was responsible for ail the
foreman, a defense witness, times in 1934 and has never been bound to strike in support of the gains on the waterfront?"
CF ROLE
sparked a controversy between there since.
"Were you a member of the West Coast without having full
"I wouldn't say It now and I
defense counsel and the judge. Communist
say
in
the
matter.
"We
agreed
to
Party' district coinwouldn't say it then. The Comthat," he said.
The judge ruled out Bowen's mittee?"
munist Party is entitled to any
testimony about the nature of
"I'm not sure I know what it WORKED WITH JOHN L.
credit it has coming, but I never
Then he told of conferring heard it claim it was responsible
He refused to hear any is, but I know I wasn't a member
with John L. Lewis of the CIO, for everything."
testimony af would prove the of it."
"Or a candidate to it?" "No." who advised him to stay in AFL,
He flatly denied the charge
defense contention that
the CIO program den being to that he met with William Z.
Bridges' conduct of union af- HANNON REFUTED
fight
to
stay
in
the
AFL.
Lewis
Foster ,of the Communist Party
As to the alleged Bruce Hanfairs proved he was neither a
also advised him not to resign as
FranCommunist, nor dominated by non testimony about a Commu- vice president of the California at 250 Fell Street in San about
cisco and took any orders
nist Party fraction meeting at his
the Communist Party.
ending the warehouse "Hot boxhome in Seattle, Bridges said he Federation of Labor.
There was a strike in October,
"They donated money. They recalled visiting Hannon's home, 1936, he said, and he was fired car" beef.
He gave the history of the
called upon their members to sup- but he did not consider it a meet- as an organizer by Ryan because
port the strike and warned their ing, but only a social gathering he went East against orders to struggle of the warehousemen
members to guard against recruit- where people sat around and dis- try to get East Coast longshore- and told how the employers set
up an organization to stop the
cussed a public meeting held
ment of strikebreakers."
striking of one warehouse at a
earlier in the 'evening where men to support the strike.
"Were the Communist Party
"Many locals and many sea- time. Bridges said he was for inBridges spoke. The women fixed
contributions of money reported
men's unions were clamoring to dustry-wide bargaining such as
coffee.
to the membership?" ‘‘All of
At this point. Taylor attempted go CIO, but I was still sticking to the union had for longshoremen.
them."
the advice given by Mr. Lewis."
He said he received a letter
"Did the Western Worker make
He said the ILA district, of from "The Committee of 43" in
any changes in the strike bulhe
was
president,
began
which
late spring or early summer of
letin?"
organizing warehousemen during
1938 urging peaceable settlement
the 1934 strike and the organiza- of the strike.
"I don't know. So far as I know
tion picked up steam in 1936.
every word came front the ILA
He explained that a box-car
He said Ryan reached agreestrike publicity committee?"
ment, without consulting the dis- WWI loaded at Woolworth Com"Were you accused at that time
trict,, to turn the warehousenten pany where a strike was in progof being a communist?" "Yes."
ress and then shunted from wareover
to the Teamsters' Union.
THE RED SMEAR
"Was this prelintinery report house to warehouse in order to
"By whom?" "By the waterof yours attacked by the commu- leek out workers who refused to
front employers."
handle the scab-loaded freight
nists in any way?"
"What else were you accused
Taylor told the Court that con"No. But they wanted it to go
of?"
further . toward disaffiliation trary to Sehomaker's testimony,
"Of being an undesirable alien,
Bridges had been in contact with
from ILA and joining CIO."
of being a British agent trying to
(Continued on Page 6)
UNITY STRESSED
destroy American shipping."
was
against
the
He
said
he
told
of
Bridges
other help
YES SIR- OA JUST
move into CIO unless the whole
given the strike. He mentioned
ILA went in on a national basis
LIKE A STOOL PIGEON
the effective support of the
with no part of the union being
Teamsters and the AFL Labor
split away. He said Ryan was the
FORGET
I
Council.
first to pay the AFL assessment
"Was the strike Settled?" "It
to fight C10.
was settled by arbitration, but
"Was there a representative of
we won it."
CIO at the convention?" "Ties.'
Bridges said he became presi"What was his position?"
dent of Local 38-79 in September
as mine."
FRANK M. ANDREWS—ILWU "Same
of 1934.
He said he did not recall any
During the strike did you executive board member from meeting in the office of Howard
take any action with respect to Olympia, Washington refuted Costigan with Walter Lambert
recruiting sailors into the the story of a CIO "fraction" and Schomaker. "There would be
MWIU?"
meeting of Communists at the no need for such a meeting."
He also denied attending a
MWIU RECRUITING
CIO convention of 1953 in
"Yes?" He said he tried to get Philadelphia. He said the meet- meeting with Schomaker in the
sailors and firemen into the AFL ing involved was a caucus of Marina district on the last day of
unions, but they were rejected, California CIO members and May, 1937.
"I attended maybe 5 or 6 meetbecause they did not want tol
work behind a picket line. He there was nothing secretive ings a day during those days," he
said they were then advised to about it. He told Prosecutor said. "They were all union meetjoin MWIU and stay off the ships, Gillard: "You can't put words ings."
He told of the convention of
in siipport,of the strike. mwitil in my mouth."

Party paper, The Western Worker, opposed postponing the strike.
"Did Mr. Schomaker take a
position?" "Ile opposed postponement."
"What did the committee do?"
"It voted to postpone."
"Did you participate in that action?" "I did."
"Was there subsequently a
strike?" "There was."
"How did it come about?"
STRIKE HISTORY
He said the board of mediation
failed to bring about an agreement and that the District president, Lewis, called the strike on
May 9 .without prior announcement.
Bridges said his first recollection of meeting Sam Darcy, district organizer of the Communist
Party, was when he came to the
strike committee and offered
help, specifically offering to furnish the paper and the strike committee's bulletin. ,
"What contribution did the
Communist Party make?"

(Continued from Page 4)
all members of the group were
longshoremen and minutes were
kept of its meetings. He said the
chief struggle was for union recognition.
"What were wages then?"
"Seventy-five cents an hour."
Ile said as union organization progressed the employers voluntarily
raised the wage to eighty-five
cents an hour.
He said another district conference of HA was held in Portland in November, 1933, to receive reports from delegates who
had been sent to Washington, D.
C. for the NRA code hearings.
Local 38-79 in San Francisco sent
Its own delegate, he said. Taylor
produced another exhibit and
drew objection from Assistant US
Attorney Lynn J. Gillard who
challenged its materiality.
SCHOMAKER REFUTED
Taylor argued that Schomaker's
testimony that the code program
was a Communist Party program
made it material. Gillard replied
that the government did not try
to.show that the union was communist-dominated.
"Well, I don't know what the
government tried to show, but the
government witnesses certainly
said the union was communistdominated," Taylor said.
The judge withheld his rulizig
periling another question.
Taylor directed Bridges to
Schomaker's testimony about two
alleged meetings where efforts
were ,made to recruit him into
the Communist Party.
NEVER SIGNED UP
"Did you attend such meetings?"
"I did not."
"Did you participate in the
restaurant meeting where Schomaker said you were signed into
the Communist Party?"
"I did not."
He also flatly denied participating in any of the so-called indoctrination meetings to which Schomaker testified. He did not, he
said, ever sign a Communist Party
application or have at any time a
Communist Party membership
book under any name or pay any
Communist Party dues to anybody at any time.
As to the code demands which
Schomaker said was a Communist
Party program, Bridges said: "We
were working on those demands
long before I ever heard of Schomaker.
"It came from the union and
we weren't taking any orders
from anybody. We were the experts and we still consider ourselves the experts."
He said the February conference of ILA in San Francisco in
1934 authorized a strike vote on
the demands.
THE BIG STRIKE
"Was a strike committee
formed?"
"There was a strike committee
established shortly after the convention adjourned." He said each
dock picked two men and 25
others were selected at large.
Bridges was elected chairman.
He said Joseph Ryan, ILA president., urged postponement of
strike action pending action on
the NRA code. The strike was set
for March of 1934. Just before
the date President Roosevelt
urged delay of the strike pending
establishment of a board of mediation.
Bridges said the Communist
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iimuis Matt Meehan Refutes Wild Sfoolie Tales

I

1

Goldblatt and I have always "New Look," such as the welfare have to check the record as to
(Continued from Page 5)
SON- I SEEN THAT
program, pensions, etc. He also who introduced it.
the employers and active in the worked as a team."
told about the investment of $11 CHECKING RECORDS
SHOW WHEN I WAS
situation long before the alleged MICHENER REFUTED
Court recessed briefly to perThis was in refutatipn of the million of the pension reserves in
meeting at which Foster is supLITTLE FELLER
mit Bridges to consult the proposed to have ordered him to testimony by Lewis Michener utility, rail bonds, etc.
convention.
the
of
ceedings
the
administradescribed
LIKE YOU
He
a
But
there
was
and
strike.
end
over
the
claimed
dispute
who
take
After examining the proceedJudge Louis E. Goodman was between Goldblatt and Bridges tion of the longshore contract
loath to receive such testimony. over allocation of Labor's Non- through arbitration and other ings Bridges said he could not
find that he had introduced the
machinery.
He said it made him lose track of Partisan League funds.
As to the alleged Communist —The judge sustained an objec- resolution. He found, he said, a
the issues.
tion when Taylor asked Bridges resolution submitted by his local,
"But go ahead and present Party fraction meeting in Phila- about the internal structure of but amended by motion of Henry
CIO
the
con1943
during
delphia
your case as you want to," he
Schrimpf, seconded by John
vention, Bridges said he recalled of ILWU.
said.
Schomaker. The resolution called
you
with:
"When
ended
Taylor
and
caucuses
'coast
two
West
Assistant US Attorney Guard
upon the AFL executive commitstill claimed that it was not daily caucuses of ILWU dele- took the oath of naturalization tee to call a national convention
did you have any reservations?"
proper impeachment of the gov- gates but no other meetings.
to promote organization of the
He explained the circum- "None."
ernment's case because the witThe amendment
He said he took the oath with unorganized.
ness Hannon's testimony agreed stances surrounding the withcalled for refusal to pay any
as
Connelly
Philip
of
drawal
understanding.
full
Bridges.
with
assessment levied by the AFL to
of the California CIO.
"Your position is that we can- president
fight any group of workers.
Regional Director CROSS-EXAMINATION
as
that
said
He
not impeach Schomaker because
Bridges noted that Gillard's
Gillard's first question on
that more locals
Hannon disagreed," said Taylor. of CIO, he felt in the Califor- cross-examination was about his copy of the proceedings had marparticipate
would
91 is your witnesses who are
brief membership in the Indus- ginal notes in the handwriting of
nia CIO if Connelly withdrew.
Inconsistent."
(July 13, 1955)
John Schomaker.
trial Workers of the World.
no
influoutside
was
"There
The judge said: "Go ahead so
Still under cross-examination
Gillard questioned him about
an officer of it?"
you
"Were
said.
he
any
of
kind,"
ence
long as I don't have to read a
his reply to the letter of A. Craw- Harry Bridges was questioned
Bridges said he has attended "No."
lot of long speeches."
ford Green of the Committee of further by Assistant US Attorney
organizer?"
inan
day,
you
a
"Were
43 in 1938. Bridges said he wrote Lynn J. Gillard about his brief
The argument involved Tay- two or three meetings
Sundays and holidays, "Every member of the IWW was Green that the union would have membership in 1.he IWW in the
lor's attempt to use a report of cluding years since 1934.
an organizer. That was the nature representatives meet with a com- early 20's.
Bridges' speech at a Town meet- over the meetings have been off
"Some
of the organization."
Gillard wanted to know the
mittee proposed by Green looking in 1938 in order to refresh
but not illegal" He
Gillard asked him when he ing to settlement of the 1938 circumstances of his quitting the
his memory. But it turned out the record,
sometimes political
Bridges had memory of the added that aid and don't want it first met John Schomaker. warehouse strike and lockout. A IWW and Bridges said he made
seek
Bridges said he met Schomaker public hearing was arranged, he his position clear and then just
speech in which he urged ware- parties
where the aid come from. before formation of the Albion said, and it led to eventual settle- dropped out. Gillard held a long
housemen to go for industry-wide known
Hall group.
LONGSHORE STRIKES
counsel table conference with Imment of the strike.
bargaining.
Taylor asked him if there were
"Did you know his party name
"And these events took place migration agents and then asked:
1938 STRIKE
major longshore strikes after to be John Delaney?" "I heard long before Schomaker said I was
"When you joitted it did you
Contrary to Hannon's testi- any
the 1936-37 strike and prior to it in 1939."
taking orders from William Z. know it was a syndicalist organimony that the "Hot box-car" beef the
outbreak of World War II.
zation?" "I'm not so sure I know
Gillard read from his testi- Foster to end the strike."
might spread to the waterfront, Bridges said there were none.
what that is."
STRIKE
MACHINIST
Bridges said the longshoremen Then he was asked about a reHe was asked about his direct HUNTING ERRORS
already had an arbitration award port he made to the 1940 convenThe government attorney retestimony to the effect that there
which prevented waterfront em- tion of ILWU. He said he urged
was no record of any uptown ferred to previous testimony in
ployers from using such devices long-term contracts to outlaw
Machinists strike of any magni- 1939 when he said he quit the
in order to lock out workers.
stoppages of work. A resolution
in the early spring of 1939. IWW because he found it synditude
Bridges said the 1938 Wool- to this effect was adopted.
brought up a strike calist and anarchistic. "Well that
Gillard
worth strike and the lockout was
Taylor led him over the 1946
Link Belt Company was only 18 years after," said
the
against
settled by Paul C. Smith acting strike and the last one of 1948
Bridges,"my memory then would
workers.
75
involving
as mediator and arbitrator.
which brought about the present
"That's something you take in be better."
"Did the union back down on "New Look" and continuing
Bridges told Gillard that, by
your stride," Bridges said.
-its demands?" "No. We got stable relations in a long-term
Gillard brought up an injunc- the way, he checked in Superior
pretty much what we wanted."
agreement.
tion action against picketing by Court the matter of an injunction
Taylor asked, "Do you recall a
Taylor introduced as evidence
the Machinists Union brought in issued against the Machinists
meeting in the spring of 1939 a letter which Bridges received
Superior Court in May, 1939. Union Lodge 68 in the spring of
on Broderick Street with William from A. Crawford Green of the
1939 and found there was no
had no knowledge of it.
Bridges
Schneiderman and others?"
"Committee of 43" dated July 27,
"Was that in anticipation of strike but only application for a
warehouse
picketing or after it?" Bridges restraining order against threat“Lin you recall being asked to 1938, relative to the
ened picketing.
strike and lockout, the "Hot boxasked.
recruit Nary Hook of the Machin"There was no strike except at
car" beef. The letter asked
"I assume the picketing would
ists Union?" "No."
Bridges to appoint a committee
be in progress before an injunc- the Link Belt Company, which
"Did you every try to recruit
of 3 to meet with an opposite
tion would be sought," 4illard I knew about."
Harry Hook?" "No."
Absence of the purported 1939
of 3 and hold a public
committee
said. "That's news to me,"
"Do you recall an uptown MaMachinists uptown strike is imhearing.
said.
Bridges
chinists strike in the spring of
"At the Philadelphia conven- portant in refutation of testiWAR RECORD
1939?"
tion of CIO, did you talk with any mony that Bridges was assigned
Bridges ideptified in the proNO MACHINIST STRIKE
member of the Communist Party in the spring of 1939 to recruit
ceedings of tlfe 1940 ILWU con"I recall there was no Machin- vention a resolution which FRANK JENKINS—This Seat- about anything?" "No."
Machinists Union Business Agent
ists uptown strike of any magni- showed that the union on his tle ILWU docker had his Coast
"Did you talk with any mem- Harry Hook into the Communist
tude in the spring of 1939." He recommendation took a position Guard pass lifted after he had ber of the Communist Party?" Party in order to get him to end
said be remembers strikes and in favor of stabilization of indus- completed testifying as a de- "Yes."
an uptown Machinists strike.
that be has since checked the try in the interest of national deGillard next made a point of
TO?
The
TALK
Bridges!
for
YOU
witness
fense
WHO'D
records and found there was no fense. The exhibit was offered
Bridges filing for citizenship in
"Who?" "Sam Darcy."
strike, save of a small company and received to show that Coast Guard said it had been
"What about?" "About how he 1921 and giving his birthdate as
In January, nor had any applica- Bridges and the union aided na- "looking for him" since 1953—
etc. I hadn't seen him for a July 28, 1899. Bridges said that
was,
Seattle
the
on
been
tion been made to the AFL Cen- tional defense long before the but he'd
because of sea rules in his youth
time."
long
tral Labor Council for strike Soviet Union entered World War 'front all that Arne. US Assistyou discuss the Connelly he shoved his age forward and
"Did
support by the Machinists. Scho- IL
ant Attorney Gillard confessed matter with him?" "No."
back so many times that he was
maker claimed Bridges was orhim if he had never sure as to his real age. He
Also offered was another reso- that he told the Coast Guard
asked
Gillard
dered by the Communist Party to lution of the convention of 1941 that Jenkin's pass had
exarguments with Communist
(Continued on Page 1)
recruit Hook in order to end an showing the union favored a 5- pired." The fact is all passes any speakers on the waterfront
Party
strike.
Machinists
uptown
-vtairii• -4V
year contract in order to aid na- expired in 1953 and were re- in 1933. He said he had argued
Had he met with Hook in the tional defense.
about the
Jackson
Harry
with
time
until
such
letter
by
newed
spring of 1939? Yes, he had along
• party's approach to labor.
Bridges told of the Pacific as new passes are issued,
with Louis Goldblatt, then Assist"I recall that there were quite
Industry Board,
ant Regional Director for CIO. Coast Maritime during the war
a few matters we didn't agree
He said it concerned a strike of which was set up
beof
the
mony
1939
proceedings
on."
President Roosevelt at request
a handful of waterfront machin- by
Then Gillard asked a series of
the long- fore Dean Landis.
ists which held up Alaska fishing of ILWU, to administer
"I still say I heard of it, but I questions as to whether he dishad
This
board
industry.
shore
cause
to
boats and threatened
never knew Schomaker under cussed a classless society and a
power to suspend provisions of
missing of the fishing season.
any name other than Scho- class struggle between the prolesaid,
he
contract,
longshore
the
"Do you recall a meeting in
maker," Bridges said.
tariat and bourgeoisie, etc.
the Sunset district in August, in the interest of preventing any MEMORY TEST
THE ONLY STRUGGLE
shipping.
in
delays
1939, with Lambert, SchneiderGillard referred to the Na"The only struggle I was interDefense Counsel Taylor asked tional Recovery Act and when
man and others? Did you attend
in was the strugle on the
about the 1948 contract and As- Bridges said he thought it went ested
such a 'meeting?"
waterfront, and I knew what side
sistant US Attorney Gillard ob- into effect in April, 1933, he was
"No."
I was on," he replied. "I knew
He was asked if he had ever jected to the line of questioning. asked if it would refresh his somebody had the upper hand
to
had
the
he
right
said
Taylor
had any dispute with Goldblatt.
memory if he was told the act down there and it wasn't us:We
"No. It is well known that show that Bridges* activities went into effect in June, 1933.
were out to turn that around."
were not compatible with the
As Gillard went on with similar
my
that
mean
only
would
"It
complaint against him.
memory is not as good as some questions, Bridges said, "I have
JUDGE 'AGREES'
of the government witnesses," heard more about that stuff from
Judge Goodman said he would Bridges said.
your witnesses than I have from
take it for granted that subse"Do you know if it's necessary anywhere else."
quent to his naturalization in to be present to be elected a
Later Bridges said heatedly, "I
1945 Bridges' conduct has been member of the Communist Party always thought a man was free to
above reproach. Taylor said the central committee?
talk to anybody he pleased, GUS GAYNOR — Insurance
government has charged in the
whether he was an alien or not. I
"I have no knowledge."
man and former offical of the
complaint that subsequent to na"Weren't you elected president Was told that by Mr. Reilly, after
turalization Bridges has been a of the Maritime Federation of my first hearing. I was told that Brotherhood of Railway Clerks
member of the Communist Party. the World while not present?" "I by Dean Landis. I thought I was was stale chairman of Labor's
"Well, then I find against the was on trial."
told that by the Supreme Court. Non-Partisan League in 1937government on that point right
Gillard referred to Bridges' If I can't talk to whom I please, I 1939. He refuted stoolpigeon
now," said the judge. However, preliminary report to the ILA don't-care much what happens!"
after Taylor salal Bridges' eon- district convention in 1937 callHe said he might have read Michener, and said funds of
duct after his naturalization had ing for a referendum vote on CIO some communist literature in LNPL were distributed accordweight on the evidence prior to affiliation and asked him if he 1932 and 1933, he couldn't say.
ing to the dictates of a comnaturalization, Judge Goodman introduced a resolution to that
"Could you distinguish be- mittee that had no contact with
allowed him to proceed.
effect at the convention. Bridges tween Comunist Party literature the Communist Party, nor with
Bridges then told about the remembered that a resolution and non-party literature at that
P2ati0,
gains Of 1948 which mated- the was
but that he would time?" "I'm not so sure I could." Bridges.
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Saunders and Schomaker Are Exposed Again
(Continued from Page 6)
learned for sure in 1949, he said,
when the government introduced
his birth certificate in the 1949
trial. He was born in 1901.
Gillard questioned him about
his first marriage and made a
point of there being no ceremony
in Oregon in 1923. Bridges said
he considered himself married,
but was advised in California that
the marriage would not be considered legal. He remarried his
first wife in California in 1934.
PERSONAL SMEARS
Gillard produced another declaration of intention for citizenship filed in 1936 in which
Bridges had stated he married in
1934.
"That's true, too," Bridges said
and agreed that the 1934 ceremony was in church.
Gillard turned to Bridges'
reading and asked him if he had
read "From Bryan to Stalih."
Bridges said he had.
"Have you read the magazine
The Communist?" "Not that I recall."
GiHard turned back to the 1939
bearing where three publications
were mentioned to him and he
had agreed he might have heard
of a certain person through one
of them. One of these was The
Communist, but Bridges said he
was still not familiar with that
publication.
Gillard asked him
the Marine Workers Industrial Union
was not the first organization
which tried to organize longshoremen out of the company
union.
ON MWIU
"Oh, no, the IWW had been
working on it," Bridges said.
"Well, wasn't the real impetus
given by the MWIU?"
"No, the real impetus was
given by the election of President
Roosevelt," he replied.
"Back in 1928 what was the
real organizing drive?"
"They (the MWIU) played
some part, mostly among seamen," he 'aaid. He said the company union (Blue Book) was
seated in the Labor Council, but
was expelled under AFL rules on
demand of Joseph P. Ryan of the
ILA.
Bridges said that his group in
ILA took over only the name of
The Western Worker in the drive
to organize. He said the official
paper of the MWIU was The Marine Workers' Voice.
Gillard asked him if he knew
the MWIU was affiliated with the
Red International Trade Unions.
Bridges said he knew it to be affiliated to either that or the
Trade Union Unity League. He
had no knowledge that it had
*official connection with the Communist Party. Gillard read from
his testimony in the 1949 trial,
but it was substantially the same
except for the form of language.
"Did you consider the MWIU
revolutionary?"
"Well, they wanted to change
things. I'm not afraid of the word
revolution, Mr. Gillard."
"Were the aims communistic?"
"Define what you mean."
"l'm asking you."
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RALPH M. MALLEN—Local 91
secretary-treasurer, who met
Bridges in 1924 and 'was in the
same longshore gang with the
ILWU president. Stating that
he was not a Communist, he
said he had himself written the
1934 strike bulletins, but his
further testimony about the internad structure of the union
was ruled out by the judge.

"Wasn't that put in to prevent
communists from being expelled?"
"Absolutely not."
TRICK QUESTIONS
Bridges said it was to protect
everybody, and Gillard asked that
if without it a Republican could
be expelled.
"I nearly got expelled myself
for supporting Willkie," he said.
Then Gillard sought to show
that a person who advocated violent overthrow of the government could get membership in
the union.
"I don't think he would be accepted," Bridges said. Then he
explained that new members
"Well, it's a ease of semantics. were voted in by locals.
I remember that the preamble to
"Did rats care whether or not
the constitution of the American there wefe communists in your
Federation of Labor was consid- union?" "No."
ered too revolutionary—or com"If they were officers?" "That's
munistic if you want it that way up to the membership."
—to use it in the constitution of
"What if a Communist Party
the Maritime Federation of the member advocated something in
Pacific."
the union you were against?" "I
Gillard's efforts seemed to be would oppose him."
Then Giliarcf wanted to know
aimed at leading Bridges into
talking about revolution, etc., If he would report to Communist
even if he could only do it by Party headquarters if a Commuforcing him to read from the nist Party member opposed his
stand such things as the pre- policies. He said if one were adamble of the MWIU. It could be vocating a bad union policy, he
little more than inflammatory would take him on in the union,
dressing for his ease, for there but wouldn't hesitate in asking
has been no testimony that the communists,"what kind of an
Bridges had anything but a cross- organization are you running?"
ing of occasional paths with the AFTERNOON SESSION
MWIU.
Defense Counsel Richard Glad.
Bridges said he advised work- stein requested the return of govers not to join the MWIU. Gillard ernment witnesses John Schee
made a point of Bridges working maker and David (Butch)
to get the seamen's unions to ac- Saunders to the witness stand for
cept MWIU members. Bridges further cross-examination.
said the MWIU was dead on the
Gladstein asked that they be
waterfront by the end of 1934.
brought in tomorrow. He also
"Do you recall when the MWIU served notice that the defense
was dissolved?" Gillard asked.
has additional witnesses not here"My judgment would be it had tofore listed.
no members left by the end of
With Bridges on the stand, As1934."
sistant US Attorney Lynn J. Gillard continued his cross-examinMEMORY TESTS
The only point of asking this ation, questioning further on the
seemed to be to show that dissolution of the Marine WorkBridges at a previous trial testi- ers Industrial Union. Bridges said
fied his best recollection was that a President's board took a vote
it dissolved in the winter of 1935. between MWIU and the InternaBridges commented that his tional Seamen's Union, and the
memory was probably better in latter won.
At one point Bridges, when
his previous testimony. Gillard
went on asking similar questions prior testimony was read, said,
and pouncing upon previous tes- "Maybe this is legal procedure,
timony to show use of different but it seems highly unfair to me."
words or slight differences In He said he didn't even know if
dates. At one point Defense Gillard was reading correctly
Counsel Telford Taylor insisted from the record, adding, "I'm
that Gillard was reading parts of getting suspicious."
The judge told Gillard to show
testimony out of context, but
Gillard refused to read anything him the testimony and he did,
but that desired by him. Ile said and Bridges then said that it was
Taylor could bring it in on re- part of the answer he gave in a
previous case.
direct examination.
As to a communist publication
"I'll be glad to," Taylor said.
calling for dissolution of the
Bridges said from the stand, "I
in 1935, Bridges said "that
know things are being left out." AMU
Gillard launched a series of only means they caught up with
questions on Bridges' knowledge us 6 months later. Their control
of Communist Party policy to- must have been out of whack."
ward labor, etc. Bridges said he OVER & OVER
Gillard returned to Bridges'
would then and would now try to
keep himself informed as to any testimony on the matter of a
union member advocating violent
policies on trade unionism.
"I am still trying to learn overthrow of the government and
about unionism," he said, and Bridges repeated that a member
later added, "I'm a unionist, Mr. so advocating would be overGillard, and I believe I am a good thrown.
"It's your fundamental belief
one and
take you or anybody
that every person has a right to
else on trade union questions."
his own opinion?" "Yes."
STAKE MY LIFE
"Would you say a person had
And again: "I've heard some
absurd and preposterous things the right to organize a majority
here about communist domina- for the overthrow of the governtion and control of our union. It ment by force and violence?"
"I don't know—it seems to me
is utterly impossible and
stake my life on that as well as that happened once before in this
country."'
the outcome of this case."
"Would you say a person has
Gillard went on and on trying
Communist
to make Bridges say he knew the a right to join the
upon its
policies of the Communist Party. Party?" "That depends
Bridges said, "I know the prac- aims."
Gillard read from an earlier
tices—I know what happened, I
in which Bridges appeared
case
don't know the policies."
"You knew the Communist to have said he believed a man
Party had a policy to influence had the right to believe in overthrow. Bridges said it was part of
the trade unions?"
"In the sense that their mem- an answer covering two or three
bers would propose program, but pages and that the whole answer
in our union any proposals had to would have to be read to put it
go through the democratic proc- in proper context. "The world
said.
esses and had to be voted on by has changed," he
the rank and file. Our members MET COMMUNISTS
"Did the Communist Party offildon't get into anybody's clutches.
dais ever come to your office
They don't clutch easy."
"Did communists support you when they wanted support or
for union office?" "There are not something?" "They. have."
"And when you wanted supmany politicians who turn down
port, you went to them?" "I have
support."
Gillard made a point that the on occasion, yes."
Bridges agreed that a group of
ILWU constitution forbids politiSan Francisco Labor delegates in
cal discrimination.
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1935 used to get together to support candidates and sometimes
resolutions. He said Walter Lambert would have been in the
group if he had been a delegate,
but he didn't specifically remember if he was.
"Have you ever met with members of the district bureau of the
Communist Party, whether or not
it was a district bureau meeting?"
"On the basis of what Schomaker says, yes. He said he was
a member of the district bureau
and I met with Schomaker many
times."
Gillard read part of an article
referring to Bridges in The Communist and tried to get it into
evidence. Defense Counsel Telford Taylor successfully blocked
it and then Gillard let go with a
double-barrelled question, "Has it
ever come to your attention in
articles other than this one that
the Communist Party considered
you a member of its central
committee?"
JUDGE OBJECTS
Judge Goodman said, "But be
hasn't said this article came to
his attention."
Gillard asked, "Well, has it
ever come to your attention that
the Communist Party considered
you a member of its central committee?"
"No," he said.
Taylor took over for redirect

GEORGE CLARK—ILWU pensioner from Seattle was a
character witness for Bridges
but the judge would not let him,
or many other witnesses testify
as to the internal structure of
ILWU, its democratic practices
or the fact that the union was
set up in such a way that it
would be impossible for any
outside 'agency'to dominate it.
examination and began getting
into the record the things Gillard
had left out of context from the
various previous Bridges trials.
Taylor brought up the proceedings of the 1937 ILA convention
In Seattle and brought out that
a resolution relative to a referendum on C10, which goverdment
witnesses claimed was prepared
as a result of a Communist Party
fraction meeting held on May 9,
Was actually introduced on may
5.
'48 WAREHOUSE STRIKE
Taylor asked Bridges if he
wrote a second letter to A. Crawford Greene of the Committee of
43 relative to the 1938 warehouse
strike-lockout and if he sent copies to the Distributors' Association proposing a meeting toward
settlement of the matter. Bridges
said he did and Taylor offered
the letter and copies with replies
into evidence. This evidence relates to the contention of government witnesses to the effect that
Bridges was inactive in the warehouse beef until he was ordered
to take over and end the strike
by an official of the Communist
Party.
Bridges said a couple of meetings were held as result of the
letters. He said the "Hot box-car,"
which the employers had been
shunting from house to house in
order to lock out their workers,
stopped at the end of August,

1938, and got going again at the
end of September. He said the
fight got going in earnest then
and was finally settled by mediation and arbitration.
On the purported uptown strike
of Machinists in 1939, Bridges
was asked if he had had opportunity to check the records of the
Superior Court relative to injunction action against the Machinists. He said he had and Taylor
produced the records which
showed that the only uptown Machinists strike in the spring of
1939 was against a small company
employing 75 workers. There was
no major strike which could have
accounted for the alleged Communist Party directive to Bridges;
to try to recruit Machinists Business Agent Harry Hook into the
Communist Party in order to get
him to end the strike. The court
records were accepted by Judge
Goodman on word of counsel.
WAS IN NY THEN
Moreover, it was brought out
that union records showed
Bridges to have been in New
York from May 2 to May 24, the
period when he was said by government witnesses to have met
with Hook in s San Francisco
restaurant.
"Have you ever gone to groups
other than the Communist Party
in order to influence union members?"
Judge Goodman would not allow an answer. He said it would
be material if the respondent
were applying for citizenship, but
he ruled it not material to this
proceeding. Taylor then made an
offer of proof to the effect that
Bridges would reply that he had
contacted many other groups and
that no ideology of any kind was
Involved.
Bridges was excused and Matt
Meehan of Portland, an ILWU
International Representative,
took the stand under direct questioning by Defense Counsel Richard Gladstein. Meehan said he
has been a longshoreman since
1921 and joined the ILA in 1931.
He was elected secretary of ILA
Local 38 in 1932 and served until
1934. In 1936 he became secretary-treasurer of District 38 and
served until 1941 (after it had
become the ILWU).
MEEHAN ON STAND
He said he has attended every
convention of the union since
1934. He has also attended nearly
all longshore caucuses along with
Bridges, and has been present at
about 15 executive board meetings.
"When did you first meet
Harry Bridges?" Gladslein asked.
"In Portland in 1933 in the
Labor Temple." Meehan went on
to say that he did not see Bridges
again until 1936 when Bridges
became president and he secretary of ILA.
"Did he have your resiftdence?" "Yes."
"Did you have his confidence?"
Judge Goodman remarked,
"Even husbands don't always
know thaL" He disallowed the
question.
Gladstein then asked a series
of questions to which a "no" answer was given to each. These
were ,had Bridges ever told him
he was a communist, had Bridges
ever said he believed in overthrow of the government, had
Bridges ever suggested that the
rank and file should not control
the union, etc.
RANK & FILE CONTROL
"Bridges has had more to do
with rank and file control of the
union than anybody else," Meehan said.
The government attorneys
wanted the remark stricken,
(Continued on Page 8)
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US Judge Goodman Limits the Defense's Evidence
Assistant US Attorney Lynn J. the FBI to help us?" "No!" he Matt Meehan in San Pedro in
1941 during an ILWU convention
Gillard on re-direct asked him if shouted.
where his wife complained of the
he had any discussions with his HATRED REVEALED
In long, sometimes hysterical fact that Schomaker could not
father-in-law since the present
case started. He said he had not. speeches, Schomaker's words advance in the labor movement.
He said he had discussed the case came out in cascading bitterness
He denied any such conversawith him over a period of 10 against Bridges.
tion.
"When you wrote to Jack Hall DENIES IT
years, but had not discussed his
own testimony with him. The last for financing did you not know
"Isn't it a fact that your wife
conversation, he said, was in a he was not a man of means?" "I said you could not get ahead bebar about five months ago when had no way of knowing."
cause of the opposition of Harry
"You offered him a part of the Bridges?" "No."
his father-in-law railed against
the continued prosecution of business?" "I made him a busi"Didn't your wife in your presness proposition."
Bridges. ence express hatred for Harry
"You offered him a cut of 10 Bridges because he was keeping
Gillard had Saunders say he
had often deliberately lied to per cent?" "I don't recall the you from getting ahead?"
amount."
people.
"Absolutely not."
Gladstein drew from him tacit
ADMITS LIES
"And didn't you nod your head
"Subsequent to the time you admission that he expected union as she spoke?"
left the party did peoplE ask you funds to be invested. This was
"No. My wife wasn't even
about Bridges?" Gillard asked. what he claimed Brides had there."
"spiked."
"Yes, many times."
"Didn't your wife say you had
"During the period you were in
Matt Meehan was recalled to more brains to offer the trade Seattle did the Communist Party
"And what did you say?" "I
testidirect
his
defense
gave misleading or negative in- resume
union movement than (Germain) start a campaign against Mayor
mony. He was asked about meet- Bulcke or (Henry) Schmidt?"
formation."
.to get him out of office?"
Dore
Gladstein, taking *him over ing Schomaker and his wife in
"No."
don't know about the Com"I
again, asked: "Did you at any 1941 at a diner in San Pedro in CAN'T REMEMBER KIDS!
munist Party, but I certainly did."
time say to your father-in-law connection with an ILWU conOn redirect examination Scho- Then Schnacke made a point of
that you knew Harry Bridges to vention. His answer was held up maker said his wife was home the fact that in his deposition
for lack of foundation. Judge
be a communist?"
taking care of two children. He Meehan said the Communist Party
"I'm pretty sure I never volun- Goodman ordered Schomaker found difficulty in remembering was engaged in the campaign.
to
Gladstein
told
and
back
called
teered such information."
whether it was one or two.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
He said he knew his father-in- proceed with other questions to
Meehan resumed the stand and
"I said they were a part of the
law's sympathies, but nothing Meehan, meanwhile.
was asked if he had observed campaign," Meehan said, and
ON ROBERTSON
about his affiliation.
Communist control of the union. then he said he got the idea to
Gladstein then asked the wit"Up to what date did you over
"It would be impossible," he campaign against Dore after he
the years give misleading infor- ness about an organizing drive in said.
and Bridges had a conference
New Orleans led by J. R. Robertmation?"
Government attorneys objected with him about his anti-labor polison, first vice president of the
NOW TELLS TRUTH
Gladstein asserted the right cies.
and
"Up to the date I gave my dep- ILWU, as result of convention of the defense to attack the crediJoined in the campaign, he
action in 1938 when Meehan was
osition to you in this ease."
bility of the witness Bruce Han- said, were the ILWU, the News"When was it that you first secretary-treasurer.
non who had testified that the paper Guild and the CommonRobertson was in New Orleans
met with Immigration authorunion was controlled by the Com- wealth Federation.
beyond
long
or
1938,
June,
from
ities?"
munist Party. Judge Goodman
Schnacke ended his cross-examJudge Goodman said he
said he was not going to con- ination with a series of inconsethought the examination had
sider the opinions of any wit- quential.questions about the NRA
gone far enough. Saunders was
nesses, so that any assertions to code hearing in Washington and
excused and John Schomaker was
the effect that the union was Gladstein, ottredirect, asked Meerecalled. He was asked if he
Communist-controlled and domi- han who sti! • •rted Mayor Dore.
knew Matt Meehan. He said he
nated will be ignored by the He replied ,at the labor movedid. Gladstein said, "You did not
court.
ment was split with Dave Beck
know him to be a communist, did
Gladstein then drew from Mee- supporting Dore, who was deyou?" Here Judge Goodman cut
han the fact that all officers and feated.
him off and would allow no furmajor issues in the union are subther questions about Meehan unjected to referendum vote, also JONES ON STAND
Bruce B, Jones succeeded Meetil Meehan finishes his own testhat all locals are autonomous. An
said he
timony.
objection was sustained when han on the stand. Jones
Gladstein said he had some
Gladstein asked Meehan to state has been a longshorematt in San
other questions. Then he asked
if the union in his judgement Francisco since 1934. He had beSchomaker if B. B. Jones and
be controlled by any out- fore been a seaman and he sailed
could
Carleton (Slim) Melin had called the date of an alleged meeting in side group, or by anything other again through the years of World
War II. He said he was a memupon him after his testimony be- San Francisco where the govern- than its members.
ber of the Communist Party from
fore the grand jury in 1949. ment witness, Bruce Hannon, said
THE LIE DIRECT
1932 until 1939.
Schomaker said they had and Robertson was present along with
Gladstein then turned to SchoHe said he knew of Harry
there ensued a legal hassle end- Bridges.
1941
the
of
maker's
condenial
Meehan was then asked to what
Bridges in 1934 but did not meet
ing with the judge again closing
Meehan.
with
versation
address he sent communications
him until after 1934. He has
off the tine of questioning.
"Did Mr. Schomaker's wife known Schomaker since 1934.
Gladstein turned to another through the years 1936 and into
make certain statements to you?"
"Did you ever sign Harry
matter and asked Schomaker if 1937. Meehan, whose office was
"Yes."
Bridges into the Communist
he had sought financial assist- then in Seattle, said he addressed
"What did you observe Mr. Party?"
ance in 1946 to the amount of Bridges at 112 Market Street in
•
"Absolutely not!"
several thousands from the San Francisco. He said that was Schomaker doing?"
"He was nodding agreement."
"Did you ever collect CommuILWU in Hawaii for a private Bridges' address up to the time
word
last
the
government
got
The
nist Party dues from Bridges?"
venture. Schomaker claimed he he was appointed CIO regional
stricken.
"Absolutely not!"
only Sought the money from Jack director, He identified two letters
the
Judge Goodman thought
"Did Schomaker ever tell you
Hall, ILWU regional director in he had written to Bridges, the
thread "too slight" to hang im- he saw a Communist Party book?"
Hawaii, as an individual. He de- last showing that he addressed
upon and Assistant
"No, he told me the opposite."
nied being told the union cduld Bridges at 112 Market Street on peachment
not advance funds for private April 6, 1937. He said Bridges, US Attorney Robert H. Schnacke He said that was in 1949 after
after that officed in the Balboa said, "besides it is known to be Schomaker testified before the
profit.
dangerous for a husband to dis- grand jury. "Schomaker said he
"Bridges spiked it," he said Building.
agree with his wife in public."
ADDRESS DIFFERENT
told the grand jury he only asbitterly.
After Gladstein stated an offer sumed Bridges was a Communist
(July 14, 1955)
"He did not office at 112 MarHe said he went to the 1947
David (Butch) Saunders, a gov- convention of ILWU to see Hall ket Street and in the Balboa of proof to show Schomaker's —that he never saw anything."
ernment witness, was recalled to and tell him about his plans for a Buiding at the same time?" "He hatred for Bridges, Schnacke took FBI HOUNDING
over for cross - examination of
the stand for further cross-exam- housing project, but was ordered did not."
He said Schomaker told him
The witness Saunders had Meehan and questioned him about the FBI was hounding him and
ination.
out by a "Bridges stooge." He
held
union.
he
the
in
offices
the
Defense Attorney Richard spoke rapidly, accusing Bridges sworn that he collected three siltelling him that he had to go
Gladstein brought out from him of having personal animus against ver dollars as Communist Party Meehan said he returned to the along with the frameup or he
1941
that he did not testify or offer him. He denied trying to borrow dues from Bridges in his office in front as a longshoreman in
would lose his boarders at Menlo
to testify in the 1939, 1941 or money. from B. B. Jones to fi- the Balboa Building in mid-year until he was appointed an inter- Park.
national
representative.
Bridges
year
a
was
That
Bridges.
1936.
nance his own home.
1949 trials of
"What did Schomaker say to
SNIDE ATTACK
wasn't there.
"Did you ever tell anybody SCHOMAKER EXPOSED
you about his finances?"
out
bring
to
tried
Schnacke
Gladstein brought out through
So that Schomaker would not
known to be a member of the
"He wanted me to loan him
Communist Party that Bridges again have to be called, the judge Meehan that a marine council was that Meehan is 59 years old and money for that concrete block mabe
would
that
is
he
he
when
65
was not the sort of man who relented and allowed Gladstein to conceived, publicized and organchine he had."
could join or take the discipline ask about the visit to Schomaker ized in 1933 as result of ILA con- dependent upon the present lead"Did Schomaker talk to you
by Jones and Melin.
vention action long bore the ership of the ILWU to get a pen- about any financial difficulty
of the Communist Party?"
and
Gladstein
objected
sion.
the
claimed
Schomaker
Schomaker
that
told
denied
he
all
that
time
with
"I know I would lie
about his house?"
other members of the party to them he was in financial diffi- Communist Party conceived the pointed out that pensions are
"Yes, he said he needed $40,000
to
those
for
entitled
automatic
culty and that the FBI was push- idea.
protect Bridges."
for a house he wanted to get and
are
ILWU
and
officials
them
powBridges'
Meehan corroborated
"Do you know Roy More- ing him around. He denied telling
ice boxes for it."
house?" "He's my father-in-law." them that he had told the grand testimony as to the history of the erless to do anything about them.
"Did you attend the- 1936 Com-line
Schnacke
withdrew
from
this
HE CAN'T RECALL
jury that he had never seen a NRA code for the maritime inmunist
Party convention ill New
"Isn't it a fact that he told you Communist Party book for dustry and the hearing on it in and then tried to show that Mee- York?" "I did."
he was a member of the Commu- Bridges. He denied telling them 1933, to the effect that the union han was a good friend of Bridget.
"Did you go there with Saunnist Party and asked you as one on a later occasion when Attor- proposals came from the union Meehan readily admitted it.
ders?" "I don't remember SawaThen
if
Schnacke
asked
Morris
organization.
other
no
and
preswas
member to another to tell him, if ney George Andersen
ders being along."
During the 1937 ILA conven- Rappaport was not a close assoBridges is or ever had been a ent that he told the grand jury
$64 QUESTION
THE
of
ciate
and
Meehan
said
Meehan
testifed,
Meehan
Seattle,
member of the Communist he did not know Bridges to be a tion in
"Did you see Mr. Bridges there?"
Party?"
member of the Communist Party. he was constantly with Bridges he was not.
"No."
During a legal colloquy over
"I don't recall."
He grew excited and told a during his waking hours.
"Did you hear Mr. Bridges un"Did you and Mr. Bridges at- the materiality of reading from
"Isn't it a fact that you said wild tale about this second visit,
der that mime or the name of
to him that Bridges was not a claiming that Melin and Jones tend a top fraction or any kind of Meehan's deposition, the witness
or the name of Dorgan or
member of the Communist agreed with him that Bridges was Communist Party fraction meet- asked the judge if he might say Rossi
any other name nominated to the
something.
ing?" "No, sir."
a Communist.
Party?" "I don't recall."
"You'd better not," said the central committee of the CommuMatt Meehan's testimony was
Gladstein followed with a se"Andersen almost threw a
again interrupted to permit the court, "Whenever a witness vol- nist Party?" "No, I never did."
ries of questions ending with, knife," he claimed.
On cross-examination Schnacke
"Isn't it a fact that you told Mr.
"In the fall of 1945, over the second recalling of John Scho- unteers something he gets a little
black mark in the book." What asked him: "Are you a member
Morehouse that the case against issue a the 8-hour day to replace. maker for cross-examination.
Schomaker was asked by De- Meehan wanted to say was that of the Communist Party?"
Bridges (in 1941) was a 'bum, the 6-hour day, didn't you say to
"I don't know how to answer
Attorney Richard Gladstein there was no discrepancy between
fense
“I
beeV?"
Melia
probably
did.
stinking
that we've got to get rid
(Continued on Page 9)
deposition..
his
his
and
testimony
with
of Harry Bridges and we can get if he recalled a conversation
He was a warehouseman."

(Continued from Page 7)
Gladstein asked, "Have you
ever heard Mr. Bridges insist
upon his proposals being adopted
by the union without change?"
"No," Meehan replied. Judge
Goodman said be didn't know
what it had to do with the case.
Gladstein argued that it gave
an opposite picture to that of a
disciplined communist driving
across an instructed program. He
said Meehan would testify that
Bridges made a practice of receding from his own position in
order to get unanimity in union
meetings. Judge Goodman
couldn't see it.
Gladstein went on, "Do you
know a man named Bruce Hannon?" -Yes, sir."
"Were you ever in his home?"
"Yes."
"Was Harry Bridges there?"
"Yes."
"What was the occasion?" "It
was a social affair and I was invited."
"Was it a communist meeting?"
"Certainly not."
"Was Bruce Hannon's mother
there?" "I recall meeting her
there."
"Were refreshments served?"
"Yes."
"Were you a member of the
Communist Party?" "No."
"Have you ever been." "Never."
He said he knew as Communist
Party officers Morris Rappaport
and Harry Jackson, and Gladstein
asked if he had ever had occasion to call upon them for aid.
Again the judge said he couldn't
see any materiality. Again he
said if it were another kind of
case, it might be all right, "but
this is a denaturalization case."
OFFER OF PROOF
Gladstein made an offer of
proof that Meehan would testify
that on instruction of the union
he has approached the Communist Party and others for support
in strike and other situations.
Gladstein next asked Meehan if
he knew John Schomaker. He
said he did, his wife also.
Before adjournment, GMard
announced he would have Schomaker and Saunders in court tomorrow morning at 10:00 for further cross-examination. This will
interrupt Meehan's testimony for
a time.
Gladstein then announced his
three additional witnesses as
Carleton Melin, John Ring and
Harley Thomas who would refute
testimony of John Schomaker
and the deceased Irene Patti
Harris about an alleged meeting
in the home of Jack Shaw. Gillard
objected and Judge Goodman
ruled that the defense would
have to make a written showing
in affidavit form as to why the
witnesses should be accepted.

10th Day
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The Bridges Defense Case Draws to a Close
(Continued from Page 8)
that question. If I say yes, you'll
get a Matusow or a Crouch or a
Manning Johnson up here to
prove I'm not. If I say I am not,
then you'll get the same mental
prostitutes up 'here to say I am."
Then he said he has not paid
dues or attended meetings since
1939.
"Sir," asked Schnacke, "is it
your belief that the courts of the
United States are an instrumentality of an oppressive capitalist
system?"
Gladstein charged it was improper cross examination and
Judge Geodman asked Schnacke
to withdraw it.
LOOS WHO'S TALKING!
Schnacke brought out the fact
that Jones Balla to the East
Coast on the SS Texan before the
1934 strike started, and that although the ship touched at one
East Coast port after the strike
started, the crew remained aboard
until the ship got to New York.

The attorney produced a discharge slip and asked:
"And you, a member of the
MWIU, didn't get off the ship although there was a strike?"
"Now you're really being funny,
aren't you." Jones replied. "We
left the ship in New York because
that was the place to pull a strike,
and while that discharge slip says
desertion I'll have you know the
Supreme Court reversed that and
we got our back pay!"
Gladstein asked the court to
take judicial notice of the Supreme Court action and said he
would supply the citation.
Schnacke asked him if in 1933
he joined the ILA. He said he
did.
"Did you make speeches?"
9don't think I did. I may have
expressed an opinion."
Jones said the first time he met
Bridges was at a shapeup in San
Francisco in April 1934. Schomaker had testified that Jones
signed Bridges into the Communist Party in a San Francisco waterfront restaurant in 1933, that
is, that Schomaker was shown the
application card by Jones.

1 1ft Day
(July 15, 1955)
Bruce B. Jones was on the witness stand for cross-examination.
Assistant US Attorney Robert
Schnacke asked him if he was
a volunteer witness. He said he
was. Then he volunteered that in
1949,the FBI tried to intimidate
and bribe him into testifying
against Bridges.
He said that when he was subpoenaed for the 1949 trial he
went to see Schomaker, not knowing that Schomaker then was involved. He said he asked Schomaker what went on in the grand
jury room.
"He told me he told the grand
jury he had never seen any party
book for Bridges but that he asmaned Bridges was a communist
because he had attended a meeting with William Schneiderman
and Bridges," he said.
JONES EXAMINED
He said he went to see Schomaker because he didn't want
him to get mixed up with another
frameup.
Schnacke read at length from
Jones' pre-trial deposition in an
effort to find discrepancies.
'There was a second vhdt?"
"Yes."
"Was the purpose to try to get
him not to testify?"
"Absolutely not!"
He said Schomaker was "a very
nervous man—he could hardly sit
still." On the occasion Jones was

accompanied by three others, including Attorney George Andersen.
Schnacke asked him if he registered to vote in 1932 giving the
Communist Party as the party of
his preference.
DID HE VOTE?
"Yes, as an American I registered to vote and chose the Communist Party. Anything wrong
with that? Go up and arrest the
people in City- Hall, if there is."
Schnacke asked him if he knew
the names of the members of the
,waterfront unit.
"I wasn't interested in who was
who," he said. "Every time two
or more longshoremen got together there was a meeting about
defending and building the union.
Like the Boston Tea Party, it was
one big mix-up."
,
"Except for Schomaker, J. C.
Clarke and yourself you cannot
recall the names of the Communist Party longshore unit members?"
Defense Attorney Richer d
Gladstein asked Jones one redirect question.
"At the time you went to see
Schomaker in 1949 you had been
a close friend of his?" "Yes."
JENKINS ON STAND
Frank Jenkins, a Seattle longshoreman, took his place on the
stand and was questioned by Defense Counsel Telford Taylor.
He said he was a member of the
executive board of ILWU Local
19 and had been a member since
it was Local 38-12 of the ILA.
Asked about the method of hiring in 1933, he said some were
hired by the shape-up system and
others in fink halls.
Taylor asked Jenkins whether
the demands of his local in 1933
were for a local or a coastwide
contract. Assistant US Attorney
Lynn J. Gillard objected and
Judge Goodman said he could not
see the materiality of the question. Taylor said it would refute
Schomaker's testimony • that the
union's program was initiated by
the Marine Workers Industrial
Union and was a class struggle
program.
"I hold it is immaterial," said
the Court. "Who cares who had
what idea first?"
Taylor said that if the judge's
ruling was general as to such
testimony he wanted 15 to 20
minutes to argue against it.
"Well, you ask' the next question," said the judge.
Then Jenkins said he knew
Bridges and has discused trade
union problems with him since
1948.
ON BRIDGES
"Have you ever heard Mr.
Bridges criticize proposals at
your union meetings as being
revolutionary in 'c her acter ?"
There was objection and the
question was rephrased.
"I have," Jenkins replied.
'Did you ever see Mr. Bridges
attempt to recruit anybody into
the Communist Party?" An objection was sustained.
"Did you ever hear Mr. Bridges
discuss the Communist Party
with anybody?" "No, sir."
Then he testified that the only
time he ever heard Bridges mentisn the Communist Party was
when he said a good proposal was
a good proposal whether it came
from the Republican, Democratic
or Communist Party or any other
source.
Judge Goodman would not allow Taylor to go into the structure of Jenkins' local unionS.But
he did bring out that recommendations of the executive board
and of the international union
have frequently been rejected by
the membership.
Turning Jenkins into a character witness, Taylor asked him
if he knew the reputation of
Bridges for truth and veracity.
The judge snapped, "This case
is not going to be decided by
what somebody thinks of somebody else."
THE $5 QUESTION
Gillard told the Court the government would not object to character witnesses and Jenkins was
then allowed to say that Bridges'
reputation for truth and honesty
was good.
Gillard asked only one crossexamination question and that

was whether or not he had voted
for the $5 Bridges defense assessment in his local;He said he had.
Ernest L. Bowen, a member of
ILWU Local 94 (foremen) was
next on the stand. He said he had
been a longshoreman for 29 years
and formerly belonged to Local
13.
"At the time you set up the
local (July, 1933) do you recall
what the demands were?"
Again there was objection and
Taylor repeated his request that
he be allowed to argue the propriety of such testimony.
The judge asked Bowen if he
was ever present when demands
were made upon the employers.
"Not in 1933," he said.
Taylor asked, "When you
joined the union do you recall
the reason given for your joining?" Bowen was not allowed to
answer.
PASS TAKEN UP!
As the witness Frank Jenkins
left the court room for the morning recess the Coast Guard encountered him in the corridor and
made him surrender his waterfront pass.
Taylor asked Bowen if he
wanted a contract when he joined
the union. He said he did and the
government blocked off any answers as to what the union dillcussed about demands. Taylor
renewed his request to argue.
"Well, I don't want you to go
back to New York and say Judge
Goodman is an arbitrary old
man," said the Court.
Taylor said Ile wouldn't say it
here or in New York and then
started his argument. He said the
government had presented both
direct and circumstantial evidence. The respondent, too,
should be permitted to bring in
circumstantial evidence, he asserted. He said he should be
allowed to show circumstances
that show it improbable that he
could be affiliated with the Communist Party.
"It is difficult to show an individual's state of mind and in this
case he should be allowed to show
that circumstances are incompatible with the charge against him,"
Taylor argued."He should be allowel to point to his record and
the, record of his union which do
not point to communist control
or domination."
DAY IN COURT
He also argued that the long
lapse of time between the past
and the trial makes it burdensome upon the defendant to make
a showing. He said Bridges had
the right to show his non-susceptibility to domination. He said
the defense has the right to show
that the union is so constructed
that any outside control is 4mpossible. He referred to the accepted
testimony of .a dead woman and
said that Bridges should have the
opportunity to refute it through
live witnesses.
Gillard argued that the government had not in direct questioning sought testimony to the effect
that the union was communistdominated. He charged that the
theory of the defense was that
this case is against the union and
he hinted the theory was pursued
In order to justify the $5 Bridges
defense assessment which had
been voted by many of the anion's locals.
He said the question as to
whether the union is dominated
by the Communist Party meets
no issue in the case.
Taylor replied that Gillard's
logic would deny the defendant
an alibi. He said the complaint in
the case goes far beyond mere
membership in the Communist
Party and he asserted that
Bridges has a right to show a
general course of conduct incompatible to the charge.
The Court observed that thus
far there has been no lack of
articulateness by the witnesses in
the case.
IT'S "COLLATERAL"
"If you have witnesses who are
lust going to generally testify on
the relations between the union
and the Communist Party or generally how the union operates,
that is collateral," Judge Goodman said, "and I don't see how
I can consider it ... How can
this Court ever resolve what the
thoughts were of members of the

union who were communists? I
think this case has to be on the
issue of whether the respondent
was a member of the Communist
Party. The law and the statute is
there and there is nothing I can
do about it."
Taylor said he had witnesses to
show the operation of the union
and observance of Bridges' activities. He said this was part of the
issue.
"Well, it is an issue I am not
going to decide," said the Court.
Then he suggested that the defense go ahead with witnesses
about specific things. Taylor said
the next witness was in both the
specific and general categories.
"Well, like Solomon, cut him
in half," Judge Goodman said.
FEAR OF REPRISAL
Attorney Gladstein told the
court that the defense was reluctant to call working longshoremen
as witnesses because of the fear
of reprisals. Then he disclosed
the fact that Jenkins' Coast
Guard pass had been picked up.
as he left the stand. He wanted
to purJenkins on the stand, but
the judge said he didn't know
what he could do about it.
"What prompts another agency
of the governmen( to take this
step is beyond my knowledge."
Gladstein described the incident as dramatic and incredible.
He said Jenkins was asked a
week ago when he gave deposition to show his port security
card.
"I think it no mere accident
that the Coast Guard shows up
this morning and revokes it."
GILLARD- CONFESSES
Gillard said it was a serious
charge, but admitted he got into
touch with the Coast Guard after
taking Jenkins' deposition because, he said, he noticed the
card had expired. Be said the
Coast Guard had been trying to
find Jenkins since October to revoke his pass.
Gladstein asked, where? He
said Jenkins has lived and worked
in Seattle continuously for years
and has been continuously available.
Three things which Gladstein
did not bring out before the
court are these:
1) The 1953 expiration date on
Jenkins' card was meaningless
because all Coast Guard passes
have expired. ILWU locals were
advised by letter that the expired
passes would be recognised until
new ones are issued.

1

2) If the Coast Guard had been
looking for Jenkins it could have
found him in meetings with itself
as a member of the Labor Rein
tions Committee in Seattle.
)3 If the Coast Guard was looting for Jenkins it could on any
day consult dispatching records
and find him on the ship upon
which he was working.
It seems hardly likely that one
would have to be a who-dunit expert to see the real reason for
Gillard's telephone tip to the
Coast Guard.
ANDREWS ON STAND
Frank M. Andrews, a longshoreman of Olympia, Washingtonf took the stand as a defense
witness. He said he has held
every office in his local, ILWU
Local 47, except janitor. He also
belongs to a number of other
organizations, including the,
American Legion.
He first met Bridges in 1934
during arbitration of the strike of
that year. He saw Bridges at the
ILA conventions of 1935 and 1936
and has been on the credentials
committee at almost every con,
vention since.
He said he had never met or
heard of Morris Rappaport or
Waiter Lambert.
"In Philadelphia (during the
CIO convention in 1943) did you
attend any caucuses of ILWU
delegates?" He said there were
two caucuses that he recalled.
"Did you attend any caucus of
West Coast delegates?"
He said be attended a California caucus which was called by
Bridges and was attended by all
California delegates, including
Philip M. Connelly. lie said the
caucus discussed a question Sidney Hillman had raised, relative
to the desirability of replacing
Connelly as president of the California CIO. Charles Pfeiffer was
present, he said, and was drunk
most of the time. Pfeiffer has testified the meeting was a Communist Party fraction meeting.
PFEIFFER REFUTED
"Did Mr. Bridges ever try to
recruit you into the Communist
Party?" "Hell, no!"
"Do you know Mr. Bridges' reputation for truth and honesty?"
"Yes."
"What is it?" "Very good."
Andrews was questioned by
Telford Taylor. Assistant US At.torney Lynn J. Gillard crossexamined him.
"You can't put words into my
(Continued on Page 10)

At the regular July 13 meeting of ILWU
Local 13 ILA Harbor), Florin B. Lothar
(right) presented to Local 13 president George Love a check
for $1.000 for the Bridges Defense Fund. Florin, a member of
the local, raised the money by contacting individual people in

For Defense
the harbor area.
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(Continued from Page 9)
mouth," Andrews told Giliard as
the latter asked if Bridges had
not agreed with Hillman to replace Connelly. Andrews said
Bridges made a recommendation
to the caucus that Connelly be
removed.
Roy M. Donnelly of San Pedro,
an ILWU Ship Clerk, was next
on the stand with Attorney Norman Leonard examining him.
Donnelly said he was a charter
member of ILA Local 38-32, a
longshore local and held many
offices in it, including the presidency.
He was also a delegate to many
conventions and in 1937 he was
nominated and later elected vice
president of the Pacific Coast district of ILA. However, at about
that time there was a switch of
affiliation to the CIO and he became vice president of ILWU.
The next year, he said, he ran
against Matt Meehan for secretary. Meehan was elected.
"Did Mr. Bridges support you
or Meehan?"
"I have an Idea he supported
Meehan."
WAS CIO REP
He said Bridges later appointed
him a CIO representative. Bridges
was then West Coast Regional
Director of CIO. Donnelly said he
first met Bridges in 1935 at a
San Francisco emergency convention of the Maritime Federation
of the Pacific. After objection to
his line of questioning, Leonard
told the court he was trying to
show that Bridges at the convention took a position for stability
that was opposed to the position
of the Communist Party.
The-Court said the matter fell
within the purview of the ruling
he made this morning against
general testimony.
"Mr. Donnelly, during the years
you knew Mr. Bridges did he
ever tell you he was a communist?" "No."
Ile gave negative answers to a
series of following questions as
to whether he ever had heard
Bridges advocate overthrow of
the government or ask anybody
to join the Communist Party, etc.
MANN TESTIFIES
Herman Mann, a San Francisco
longshoreman, was next on the
stand. He said he joined the Communist Party in 1933 and was a
member until 1935. He said during that time he was not assigned
to a unit. He agreed to join again
in 1938, he said.
He said he knew Schomaker
and knew him to be a Communist.
"Have you ever known Harry
Bridges to be a Communist?"

Harry Bridges be recruited into
the Communist Party?" "I didn't
and I wouldn't."
"Then is it true that you did
not suggest to John Schomaker
or others that Bridges be recruited?" "I did not."
"Are you an American citizen?"
"Yes." He said he was born in
Canada of US parents and once
very foolishly gave his birthplace
as Vancouver, Washington, when
he registered to vote.
On cross-examination, Gillard
asked how many times Mann registered to vote giving his birthplace as Vancouver, Washington.
Mann couldn't recall, but it was
stipulated that he had registered
several years in that way and
that in 1937 and 1944 he gave his
birthplace as Canada.
GIVES THE LIE
'Did Schomaker ever tell you
Mr. Bridges was a communist?"
"No."
He couldn't recall knowing as
Communists any persons other
than Schomaker and Sam Darcy.
He was asked if the waterfront
unit discussed policies to be followed by the Waterfront Worker.
He said it did,
"Did the members carry out
the policies decided on by the
unit?"
"I wouldn't say we carried
them out. We raised them and
tried to get them adopted."
He said he had never heard the
possibility of recruiting Bridges
discused in the unit.
"Were the members of the
waterfront unit all longshoremen?"
"It seems to me there were
some seamen in it." He said there
was a policy of discussing prospective recruits in the unit. Gillard pressed him on the point
that he was opposed to recruitment of Bridges, but Mann could
not recall when or where or to
whom or if he ever voiced his
opposition. He said the matter
was not discussed in the unit.
Mann was asked if he had ever
been an investigator for Bridges.
He said he had not.
"Do you recall that the meetings of the waterfront unit were
held at Jack Shaw's home?" "I
don't recall."
"In your homer "I don't recall."
'In the home of John Schomaker?" "I don't remember."
Gladstein on re-direct said,
"Would it be fair to say that in
those days every time two longshoremen got together it was eonsidered a meeting?" "That's
right."
Gladstein also brought out that
the so-called investigating work
was done on order of Mervyn
Rathborne for the Maritime Federation of the Pacific.
Court was recessed until July
19.

"Did you ever collect dues
from Harry Bridges?" "No."
"Did Schomaker ever tell you
that he and B. B. Jones signed
Bridges into the Communist
Party?" "Never any such cowersation."
He said the Waterfront Worker
was put out by a group of longshoremen, which included
(July 19, 1955)
Bridges. He said the group had
members whom he knew not to
Trial of the civil suit by which
be members of the Communist the Immigration Service seeks to
Party.
denaturalize Harry Bridges resumed with Defense Counsel TelDIDN'T HAPPEN
"In January, 1934, were you at ford Taylor offering into evidence
a meeting where Sam Darcy wel- the testimony of the government
comed Bridges into the Commu- witness John Schomaker in the
1949 trial of Bridges. Taylor said
nist Party?"
"Don't remember anything like he was putting it in the record to
show that Schomaker did not testhat."
."Did you ever recommend that tify In 1949 to many of the al-

12th Day

leged Communist Party meetings
in which he has presently placed
Bridges as present. Assistant US
Attorney Robert H. Schnacke argued against admission of the record, saying that Schomaker had
not omitted anything of importance or anything sufficient to
impeach him.
Taylor said he could find few
prior cases where a witness remembered more in a second trial
than he did in a previous trial.
He said it was inconceivable that
the prosecution in 1949 woukl
have failed to ask Schomaker
about the added meetings if he
had told the prosecution about
them, as Schomaker testified he
did.
Assistant US Attorney Lynn J.
Gillard got into the argument, the
government attorneys apparently
being determined to keep Schomaker's previous testimony out.
Gillard claimed Schomaker's
omissions had no probative..value
since Schomaker as a witness, he
said, would have no control over
the questions asked him. It was
upon this argument that Judge
Goodman based a ruling in favor
of the government.
"God forbid that the witness
was not as garrulous in the other
trial as he was in this one," the
judge said.
Gus Gaynor, an insurance man
and former official of the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, was
called as a defense witness and
examined by Norman Leonard.
LNPL CHAIRMAN
Gaynor said he .was state chairman of Labor's Non-Partisan
League from 1937 to 1939. He
said he has known Bridges since
1933, coming into contact with
him while he was engaged in organizing waterfront clerks.
"Do you know Mr. Bridges' reputation for truth, honesty and integrity?"
"I would say it was excellent."
The government objected When
Leonard started to ask more
about Labor's Non -partisan
League but Gaynor was allowed
to testify that distribution of
LNPL funds were decided by a
conference of himself, George
Creel, Herbert Resner, Vernon
Burke and Phil Gibson, presently
Chief Justice of. the California
Supreme Court. (Michener had
testified to an alleged Communist
Party meeting where he said distribution of LNPL funds was decided upon with Bridges present.)
LOCAL 94 HEAD
Ralph M. Mallen, secrete rytreasurer of ILWU Local 91
(walking bosses), was the next
defense witness. He said he held
office in the longshore local for
several years. He first met
Bridges in 1924 or 1925 and
worked on ships with him. For a
time he was in the same gang.
He was also closely associated
with Bridges as an official of the
union, he said, attending many
conventions and caucuses with
him. In 1934, when Bridges was
chairman of the strike committee
he was chairman of the strike
publicity committee.
"Have you ever heard Bridges
say he was a member of the Communist Party?" "Never." .
"Did he ever tell you that trade
unions were vehicles of revolution?" "No,\sir."
Mallen said he was not a Communist and had no use for communism. He said the 1934 strike

Here is the final sketch of the front elevation of the proposed
new home for ILWU Local 26 in Los Angeles. The sketch has
been approved by the building committee and working drawings are being prepared. Ground
will be broken within the next 60 days, Local 26 secretary-treasurer Lou Sherman said. Demolition work, which included removal of 3 service station gas-tanks and a hydraulic hoist from
the pro.perty at Figueroa and 57th Street has been completed. The union hopes to move into
its new home in, 1956,

Local 26 Building

bulletins were written by himself.
"Yes, he said they had been
Mallen was not cross-examined. hounding him."
George Clark, an ILWU penGillard, cross-examining Melin,
sioner from Seattle was the next asked: "How did you happen to
witness. He was born in Ontario go to see Schomaker?"
in 1879 and naturalized in 1941.
He said Jones told him he had
He said he receives a pension a subpoena for the grand 'jury
under the ILWU-PMA pension and they went to see if Schoplan. He was a member of the In- maker had a- subpoena also.
ternational Longshoremen's Asso"We wanted to know what was
ciation in 1916 and joined it again doing. We wanted to know what
when it reorganized in 1933. He they were going to do against the
has several times been president union this time—it's been going
and held many other offices in on for 20 years." He said they
ILWU Local 19, also serving a suspected another frame.
term on the international execu"Did Schomaker tell you he
tive board and attending many didn't tell the grand jury about
conventions and caucuses.
•
anything else?"
CLARK ON STAND
After the question -was re"Have you ever heard Bridges peated, ,Melin said the only thing
say he was a member of the Com- Schomaker said was that he had
munist Party?"
told the grand jury he had never
"No, he never did."
seen a membership book for
"Have you ever heard him say Bridges.
to the contrary?"
At the noon recess Gillard was
"Yes, many times."
making no headway in shaking
"Where and when?"
Melin's story. He asked about a
"That's hearsay," interjected conference held at ILWU headGillard. The court sustained the quarters with Bridges present
after Jones and Melia visited
objection.
"Has Bridges ever asked you Schomaker.
to join the Communist Party?" MELIN UNSHAKEN
Leonard asked Clark.
"What did Bridges say?*
"No, he never did."
"He said, 'why the man was
Clark was excused without just up here looking for a loan.'"
cross-examination and Leonard
Referring to the second visit
then read into the record a blan- which Melin made at the home of
ket offer of proof for all the de- John Schomaker in the company
fense witnesses blocked out by of B. B. Jones, Charles Lampert'
the ruling of the court against the and Attorney George Andersen in
subject matter.
1949, Gillard asked him to relate
the conversation.
OFFER OF PROOF
He said Andersen said he was
He said they would testify that
all union policies are decided by representing Bridges and wanted
convention or caucus and the Schomaker to make a statement.
"Schomaker didn't want to
union is so organized as to prevent outside control or one-man make a statement. I don't rememinside'control; that strikes are be- ber everything that was said, but
result of rank Schomaker said Bridges wasn't a
gun and ended
and file vote, etc. Because in his Communist, that he -was a good
offer Leonard included some mat- union man. He didn't say anyters which have not been ex- thing against Bridges."
eluded, ,the judge suggested he IT WAS A PARTY
He said the party at Jack
withdraw it and prepare another
limited to the excluded matters. Shaw's house in the fall of 1938
Leonard agreed to prepare an- was a house warming and most of
those present were longshoremen.
other offer.
"Can you recall what Mr.
Carleton (Slim) Melin was
called and examined by Richard Bridges said?"
"In general he was talking
Gladstein. Melin said he has been
about the union—where the union
a longshoreman since 1927.
stood. There was talk about
"You know John Schomaker?"
breaking off some gangs and
"Yes"
Harry took part in that."
"Y
know Harry Bridges?"
• "Was he talking to the whole
"Yes."
"Have you ever been a member group?"
"I would say yes. Any time
of the Communist Party?"
He said- he was from late 1934 Bridges talks everybody listens."
"Are you now a member of the
to late 1945 or early 1946. He
said he • did not know Harry Communist Party?"
"I'd like to state that as an inBridges to be a member of the
Communist Party and that John dividual I don't care to answer
Schomaker had never told him he the question because it has been
had seen a meinbership book for answered." He referred to his
deposition taken yesterday.
Bridges,
$64 QUESTION
MELIN TESTIFIES
"He doesn't have to answer,"
"Diddle ever tell you the opposaid the judge, "but I want to
site?"
said he did and be corrobo- know why."
He"I don't care to answer the
rated the testimony of B. B. Jones
about the meeting with Scho- question because of the things
maker after the latter had testi- that are going on by some people
fied before the grand jury in today. I don't care to hide behind
1949. ne said Schomaker said he the constitution."
"You don't have to," said the
told the grand jury he had never
seen a Bridges party book, but judge. "You have a perfect right
told the grand jury he assumed. to refuse to answer under your
constitutional privilege. But you
Bridges was a Communist.
He said on the occasion of a can't refuse to answer just besecond meeting with Charles cause you say you are a free
present, Schomaker man."
Lamport
Melin said he felt that his pomade the statement that he did
not know Bridges to be a Com- litical beliefs are his own.
In a colloquy between Glared
munist. He described Lamport as
and Attorney Richard Gladstein
Schomakees brother-in-law.
Gladstein brought out from it was brought out that Melin in
Melin testimony about a confer- his deposition given yesterday
ence regarding the 0-hour day at had stated that the ILWU is the
150 Golden Gate Avenue in San only organization he belongs to.
Melin was asked again:
Francisco shortly after the close
"Are you now a member of the
of the war.
He said on that occasion Sett*. Communist Party)"
"I'll say my answer is the same
maker told him, "We have got to
get rid of that sob. Bridges even as in the deposition," he said.
He was excused. Gladstein told
if we have to get the FBI to do
the court he had no other witIt."
Melin also testified about the messes available and that the demeeting at the late John Shaw's fense planned to rest some time
home attended by about 30 peo- tomorrow morning after brief
ple. The testimony of Irene Patti testimony from Bridges and posHarris, deceased, given in the sibly two other short witnesses.
1949 trial, has been put into evi- Court was adjourned to tomorrow
dence. She claimed Bridges urged afternoon so Ihat Judge Goodthe assembled persons to join the man could relieve another judge
in calling of the court calendar.
Communist Party.
Melia said Bridges made no The prosecution announced it has
such assertion, nor has he ever rebuttal that will take not more
heard Bridges say anything like than five minutes. Apparently
Mervyn Rathborne, a star proseit.
"Did Schomaker say anything cution witness of 1949 ia not to
to you about the FBI bothering be called.
(Continued on Page 11)'
him?"
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13th Day

constitution of a preceding organization. The constitution of
Local 38-79 of the ILA as amended to 1935 was introduced and
Bridges read the preamble into
the record. He said it had been'
adopted in 1933. It could not
conflict with the constitution of
the AFL, he said, and the AFL
raised no objection to it.
"YOU'VE WON CASE" •
- Leonard asked him about Schomaker's testimony to the effect
that Bridges had spiked a union
loan to Schomaker in order to
deny housing to Hawaiian workers. Judge Louis E. Goodman
said he didn't need testimony on
this because he understood Schomaker to mean that Bridges
stopped the loan because of per,
smell animus and thereby denied
Hawaiian workers the housing
Sehomaker was allegedly planning. Leonard wanted to introduce a document to prove that
the union and the employers had
drawn up elaborate plans for
housing.
"I'm the only one you need to
convince," said the judge, and he
added, "you've won your case,
quit arguing." The judge probably was referring to the point,.
The respondent rested and the
government rested after introL. B. Thomas, 1LWU Coast Labor Relations
ducing a bank record relative to
Committeeman, speaking at the traditional
funds of Labor's Non-Partisan July 5 ceremonies held in Portland by ILWU Local 8. Over 1,000 ILWU longshoremen, their
League.
friends and families attended the annual ceremonies at the harbor wall, where a wreath of flowers was dropped into the Willamette River in memory of the men who were killed by police in
The Big Strike of 1934.
—eh... iv thrt Portland Oragonlea

(July 20, 1955)
.Trial of the Immigration Service suit to denaturalize Harry
Bridges resumed with Daniel F.
Del Carlo, executive secretary of
the San Francisco Building and
Construction Trades Council, taking the witness stand as a character witness for Bridges.
Attorney Norman Leonard had
him detail a number of appointive public positions he has held
and then asked him if he knew
'Bridges. He said he had for
thirty years.
"Have you discussed his reputation for truth, honesty andintegrity?" "Many times."
"With whom?"
Assistant US Attorney Lynn J.
Gillard objected and Leonard
changed his question to ask general)), what kind of people he
discussed it with.
AFL APPROVES
"Just a week ago," he said, "I
discussed it with 168 delegates
of the Building Trades Council
when I asked them if, as a representative of the American Federation of Labor, I should appear
here. They said I should."
Then he said Bridges' reputation in both labor and business
circles for truth, honesty and integrity was very good.
Mr. Del Carlo was excused and
Leonard next made an offer of
proof to the effect that Douglas
Hayden, a representative of the
telephone company, if called,
would testify that records showing when Bridges took offices in
the Balboa Building are no
longer available. This referred
-to the testimony of David
(Butch) Saunders who said he
collected $3.00 in Commenist
Party dues from Bridges at the
Balboa Building in 1936. Bridges
had no office at the building until 1937.
Next Leonard read into the
record the names of defense witnesses who either were not called
or who had their testimony limited and who, he said, if allowed
lo testify would give evidence to
show that the structure and practices of the union guaranteed
democracy in the International
Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union and made any outside control impossible.
ST. SURE NOT CALLED
He also announced that the defense was not calling J. Paul St.
Sure because of the court's limitation on evidence, and he gave
offer of proof that St. Sure would
testify that Bridges suggested to
him a course that would help to
preserve stable labor relations,
by waiting for an East Coast
wage settlement, rather than proceed with arbitration of a West
Coast wage demand. He said St.
Sure would also testify that
Bridges' attitude on pensions and
welfare and other matters was
always io the interest of stable
labor relations. lie asked that
St. Sure's deposition and the
depositions of the other defense
witnesses who were not heard be
admitted into evidence.
Leonard read into the record
large portions of Bridges' testimony in his 1939 trial before
Dean James M. Landis about the
nature of his relations with Communist Party officials and occasions upon which he has had
reason to discuss union affairs
with them.
In this testimony Bridges said
he also consulted the Democratic
party and less frequently the Republican party. The testimony
also included Bridges' opposition
to establishment of a workers'
government by force of arms. If
by democratic means he was not,
opposed. lie had said that if the
people wanted such they would
get it sooner or later. Leonard's
purpose in reading from the
Landis record was to fill the gaps
left wfien Gillard read portions
of the same testimony into the
record.
BRIDGES TAKES STAND
Bridges was called back to the
stand for further redirect examination. He was asked about the
provision in the ILWU constitution which forbids racial, retie,
*us or political discrimination.
lie said the provision was in the

Bloody Thursday in Portland

Local 208
Docker Is
Signs Up a
Box Company Killed By
Bad Riggirg
CHICAGO — Negotiations between ILWU Local 208 and Maxwell Brother! Box Company were
concluded on July 1, when a 2year agreement was signed which
brought workers employed by the
company a 5 cent an hour wage
raise effective July 4 and another
automatic raise of 5 cents on July
2, 1956.
Other improvements gained in
the new contract include a rewritten vacation schedule that provides for payments of 2, 4 or 6
per cent of annual earangs when'
employees with 1, 3 or 15 years
service do not qualify for a full
40, 80 or 120 hours vacation pay.
Definite improvements were
also made in the union security
clause, Local 208 president Bernard Lucas said.
Maxwell workers will receive
6 paid holidays for the first time
during this contract year. This is
owing to the fact, Lucas said, that
the company has given a year-end
bonus or gift which averaged, for
years, more than the equivalent
of 6 paid holidays.

McFarland of
Local 6 Dies
At Age of 58
OAKLAND—Leslie (Mac) McFarland, 1LWU Local 8 member
employed at the East Bay Marine
Terminals here, died on July 3
at the age of 58.
Active. in the warehouse local
since 1943, McFarland first came
into prominence in his first year,
when he was elected chief steward at the Naval Supply Depot.
Funeral services, conducted by
Adonis Lodge of the Masonic
Order were held- on July 8 at the
Chapel of the Chimes, and were
widely attended by McFarland's
union brothers.
Paul. Heide, Local 6 business
agent delivered the eulogy and
Paul Robeson, honorary member
of ILWU and internationally famous baritone, sang.
More than 200 communications,
expressing condolences, were received by McFarland's widow,
Essie.
In 1954 US merchandise exports, not including military, exports, were $12.7 billion — an
increase of $0.5 billion over 1953
but still 4 per cent below the 1952
level of $13.2 billion.

ALAMEDA, Calif —Faulty rigging was blamed by eye-witnesses
for the death on July Crof John
Mortensen, ILWU Local 10 gang
boss. Mortensen was killed when
a boom fell on him aboard the
Pacific Bear, then berthed at Encinal Terminal here.
Members of the longshore gang
were rigging ship's gear at Number 3 hatch aboard the PFE vessel, preparatory to commencing
loading operations at 1:30 p.m.
that day.
Mortensen was on the starboard
side near Number 3 hatch, directing operations, when the Number
3 after boom on the port side fell
on him and crushed him to death.
SAFETY INFRACTION
Other longshoremen who witnessed the accident said it was
caused by faulty topping lift and
faulty leading of the topping lift
to a cleat located on the midship house.
The same witnesses complained
that the company refused to permit an ILWU Local 10 business
agent aboard the vessel, immediately following the accident, because he was carrying a camera.
When the camera was left on the
dock, the business agent Was
again refused entry to the ship.
He Was told he could come
aboard after the insurance and
company lawyers arrived, but was
refused again, and then once
more, despite the fact that both
Coast Guard and coroner's hearings were held aboard the vessel.
CONTRACT VIOLATION
Local 10 members said this was
in violation of the union contract, which requires the presence of ILWU representatives at
such investigatory hearings.
Mortensen, who was 49, leaves
a widow, Joan, to whom he had
been married only two months.
He lived in Albany, and was
buried on July 9.
It was also learned that the
coroner's official report, filed in
the local office here, blamed
faulty rigging for the fatal accident.

Look for the Button,
Not the Green Uniform
SAN FRANCISCO—Members
of ILWU Local 75 (gatemen
and watchmen) want it to be
known that the only pier
watchmen belonging to their
local wear the ILWU Local 75
button on their uniforms.,
Watchmen employed by the
US Protective Association and
one other outfit are also wearing green uniforms that can
hardly be distinguished from
the ILWU uniform.
But a union button is a
union button.

5th Case Near
To Submission

(Continued from Page
with the ILA on the East Coast.*
A move in this direction, he said,
was made with the new language
agreed upon on May 28, 1954,
between ILWU and PIVIA, in an
amendment to the longshore
agreement.
OTHER IDEAS
In the course of his testimony
before the committee, the ILWU
president gave them a brief history of the union's relationship
with the Pacific Coast shipowners, beginning with pre-1934
events and bringing it up to the
present time.
He also warned against "the apparently simple solution of governmental intervention" in
achieving maritime stability, and
said, "So far no legislative panacea has been devised. Procedures
worked out directly between the
unions themselves are much more
satisfactory."
Ile praised the PMA for the
good relations that have existed
between it and ILWU since the
"NeW Look" was adopted in 1948,
and gave specific praise, also, to
Senator
Wayne
Morse, who
served as Coast Arbitrator from
1937 to 1942
before the ''New
Look" was achieved.
Among other points Bridges
made, were the following:
1. Urged the building of a
larger merchant marine.
2. Pointed to the need for more
modernized docking facilities.
3. Called for further hub&idies
to private operators.
4. Asked for elimination of
government shipping (MSTS).

(Continued from Page 1)
of Portland, Joe S. Georgeson of
Portland, William R. Laing of
Seattle, Arthur Olsen of Seattle,
John Thomas Mitchell of Los Angeles, James L. Russo of San
Francisco, Mike Silk of Los Angeles, Reuben A. Swanson of San
Francisco, Maurice Whelan of
San Francisco, John J. Zillich of
San Francisco, and Edward P.
Murray, Columbia River arbitrator for the ILWU-PMA agreement.
PASS LIFTED
Jenkins, Bowen, Donnelly, Mallen and Clark took the stand but
were not allowed to give other
than character testimony about
Bridges, plus the fact that he had
never told them he was a member of the Communist Party or
attempted
to
recruit them,
though they were closely associated with him for many years.
Jenkins had his Coast Guard pass
lifted as he left the courtroom.
The last witness for Bridges
was Dan Del Carlo, executive
secretary of the San Francisco
Building and ConstrOction CounIncome taxes paid to the fedcil, He said 168 delegates to the eral government by individuals
council agreed he should testify have risen from a total of about
that Bridges is a good, honest $1.8 billion in fiscal year 1941
labor leader.
(before US participation in World
(For trial details see running War 11) to an estimated 03-5
story beginning on Page 4.)
billion in fiscal 1956.

Percy Moore,Welfare Director,
Speaks to East Bay Auxiliary Women

OAKLAND—Guest speaker at
the July 8 meeting of the Ladies
Auxiliary, ILWU Local 17 (East
Bay), was Percy Moore, Welfare
Representative for Northern CaliPORT ALBERNI, 13C.--ILWU fornia for 1LWU Local 6. He disLocals 503 and 508 (Chemainus, cussed with the women of the
B.C.) will hold a joint picnic on Auxiliary aspects of and experiJuly 23, it was learned this week. ences with the Kaiser and InThe picnic will include a full sured Health Plans.
sports program, with $200 in
A main theme of Moore's presprizes to be won. There will be entation was the necessity for the
food, refreshments, a boll game members to choose the type of
and a dance.
health plan which would meet

Canadian 'Locals
Set Picnic Plans

Government
Interference
Bad: Bridges

their individual needs and de.
sires, so that with confidence in
the kind of choice they made,
they would be sure to seek medical care when it was needed.
Moore also discussed the part
played by his office in seeking
adjustments of problems which
arise in the use of both Kaiser
and Insured plans and urged the
membership to present any problems or dissatisfactions to the
Welfare office for investigation
and assistance.
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Fagerhaugh
Appeal Is
Filed Here

Left to right: W. D. "Bill" Oliver,
Clemens Lopez and Arthur L.
Truitt, members of ILWU Local 6 who have been employed by
Poultry Producers (Stockton), for 25 years, were recently
given a dinner by the company and gold watches to commemorate their service.

25 Years on Job

Pension Information
Prospective pensioners who are eligible for their first
ILWU-PMA pension check in August, September, October,
November or December, 1955, should study the tables below.
It relates to the amount of Social Security Benefit you will
receive after you retire.
$3,600 earnings in any 2 of these 4 years will
1951
1952 I. make you eligible for $98.50 per month
1953 I Social Security Retirement Benefit plus
$49.50 for your wife if she is 65.
1954
You may be eligible for $103.50 per month Social Security Benefits if you earn $4,200 in 1955 AND have earned
at least $3,600 in one of the calender years 1951 thru 1954.
So, if you are eligible for your 1st ILWU-PMA Pension
In the latter part of 1955 and manage to earn $4,200 this
year, then study the table below:
1951
1952 } $3,600 in any one of these 4 years.
1953
1954
•
PLUS
$4,200 in this year will make you eligible
1955
for $103.50 per month Social Security benefits and $51.80 for your wife if she is 65.
The information below relating to the new Drop Out rule
in the Social Security Act is published for pensioners who
are not receiving maximum Social Security Benefits. Pensioners who retired before July 1, 1953, cannot take advantage of this rule.
"DROP OUT" AND DISABILITY
If you are now receiving a small Social Security retirement check because of several years low earnings, then you
may be able to use the new DROP OUT rule to increase your
present Social Security benefit.
If you have had some low earnings years, then you should
ask the Social Security Office to re-figure your Social Security pension.
They will re-figure it for you only if you have had at
2 years of work covered by the Social Security Act
/
least 11
after June 30, 1953, or if you have earned at least $1,200
under Social Security during a calendar year after 1953.
This means that you cannot benefit by the drop out rule
If you have had no earnings covered by the Social Security
Act after June, 1953.
If you are permanently disabled and your Social Security
benefit is small as a result of low earnings due to the disability, there is also a possibility that your benefit can be refigured and increased. However, Social Security will not take
any,action under this disability provision until after January
1, 1955.
In any case—if your Social Security benefit is not as high
as you believe it should be and you have had some low earnings years or no earnings years, or if you had a disability-then go to your Social Security Office and ask for a re-computation. That is the only way to find out.
Increased benefits, if any, under this new ruling will not
be paid automatically; you must apply for them at the Social
Security Office.

SAN FRANCISCO—An opening
brief in the appeal of ILWU Local 6 (Oakland) member Ole Fagerhaugh, from a conviction for
"contempt" of Congress, was filed
last week before the US Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
Fagerhaugh, chief steward at
Owens-Illinois Glass Company,
was convicted by US District
Judge 0. D. Hamlin on October
14, 1954, and sentenced to 30 days
in prison and $100 fine.
WITCH HUNT VICTIM
The conviction of the Local 6
man sprang from his appearance
before ,the UnAmerican Committee of the US House of Representatives, du ring its sessions
here in December 1953.
One of the witch hunting committee's announced targets was
ILWU, and several ILWU local
officers and rank and file members were subpoenaed to appear
before it. None, with the exception of Fagerhaugh, was cited for
contempt.
Specific point on which he was
cited by the committee, and then
by the House of Representatives,
was his refusal to give the place
of his employment.
OFFERS TO PURGE
On trial before Judge Hamlin,
Fagerhaugh offered to purge himself of contempt by answering the
question in open court or before
the UnAmericans, but the offer
was refused.
In the appeal brief, filed on
Fagerhaugh's behalf by the Oakland law firm of Edises, Treuhaft,
Grossman & Grogan, the argument. is made that Fagerhaugh's
refusal to give his place of employment was justified by the
fact that he was accused of being
a member of a "conspiracy to infiltrate" vital industries in the
Bay Area, and the revelation of
the name of his employer might
well serve as "one link in a
chain" that could subject him to
criminal prosecution.
INVOKED 5TH
The brief contends that Fagerhaugh properly invoked his privilege under the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution, and cites a
number of errors made. by the
trial judge, which should be
grounds for the higher court to
reverse the conviction.
These include the judge's ruling that Fagerhaugh was not entitled to his privilege on the place
of his employment; that Hamlin
should not have found Fagerhaugh in contempt when the committee itself had not directed him
to answer its question; that the
judge was in error when he ruled
that the Local 6 man could not
purge himself of contempt by
answering the question in court
or before the UnAmericans.

ILWU Local 3 Man Writes Letter
To Eisenhower About Bridges
WASHINGTON BAY, Alaska—
Walter J. Eyerdam, noted explorer and an ILWU Local 3
fisherman here, has written to
President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
asking him to put an end to the
persecution of ILWU President
Harry Bridges.
In his letter, mailed on June
30, Eyerdam sayss "As a man
with the highest regard for your
sincere sease of justice and
honor ... I beseech you to try to
discover the real facts in the
Harry Bridges ease, and put a
definite end to his ruthless and

prolonged persecution ...
"Court trials against Bridges,"
Eyerdam wrote, "are among the
most scandalous . . perversions
of justice that have ever been
held in our country. ."
The Local 3 man said he had
had an opportunity to observe the
OLE FAGERHAUGH
ILWU president at the Ninth
Honolulu
in
Biennial Convention
Revised official farm income
In 1951 and found be "was a man
of remarkable and incorruptible figures show a bigger drop in
integrity and honesty. He is the 1954 than was previously anhead of one of our best labor or- nounced. Instead of $12.5 billion,
ganizations with hundreds and farmers' 1954 net income Is now
thousands of followers that be- put at slightly less than $12 billieve in him.'"
lion.

THERE IS a development going on in the Port of Stockton
that is of vital importance to all ILWU members, whereever they may live and work.
That is the pod expansion program that has been going
on there for the last few years, and the relationship to that
program of ILWU members who belong to Local 54, to the
Stockton unit of Local 6 and to Local 34.
There has-been a growing recognition on the part of these
ILWU workers of the need to develop ILWU in that area,
together with the port and the community itself.
For Stockton, located about 80 miles inland on the San
Joaquin River, is a vital and thriving center of industrial and
agricultural importance to California and the entire United
States.
HE SERIOUS manner in which these ILWU groups have
T
tackled the problems in that area reflect great credit on
their initiative and their devotion to the union.
At the 11th Biennial Convention that met in Long Beach
in April, Stockton members of the union discussed their
problems—and perspectives—with the International officers
of the union.
And on their return to their home port they set to work,
set up the machinery to carry out the program of expanding
the union in their area, and contributing to the growth of
their port facilities and their community.
The longshoremen and warehousemen in the area set
up a functioning committee representative of Stockton longshore and warehouse officers and rank and filers. And this
might be a good place to mention their names:
On this joint committee we have the following from
Local 54: John Rendell (president), Phil Davenport (vicepresident) and these rank and file members: Waldd'Molina,
Dulio Pasquini, Joseph Mastro, Phil Badalamenti, Joseph
Costa, Marion Surplus and Leo Konopko.
From the Local 6 unit in Stockton, there are Al Balatti
(business ageitt), and rank and file members Melvin
Reuscher, Walter Heine, L. E. Larson and Leonard McCormack.
THIS JOINT committee has been meeting regularly twice
II a month, but its day-in and day-out activity is even more
important.
Its members have been contacting rank and file workers
in the port and the surrounding agricultural community.
They have been setting up meetings with these workers—orgamed and unorganized—to discuss their problems. They
have been canvassing the landscape to find out what there
is to organize.
In other words, they have been operating on the theory
we developed in the early days—and which we found so
successful: to base themselves on the waterfront and to move
outward. And they will extend our organization in this way,
for the main emphasis will be on warehouse, processing and
distribution workers, as the longshore group is thoroughly
organized.
Extending our organization into the rural areas can be
very important to the continued growth of ILWU, and to
the community itself. And this is not an overnight project:
it will be a continuing part of the everyday activity of the
locals involved.
ILWU in Stockton is therefore taking tile lead in meeting the organizing potential of the times and other ILWU
groups in other areas should salute these workers for their
initiative and do a similar job wherever it is possible.
For only by expanding ILWU can we protect our organization, the gains it has' made for its members, and
guarantee its continued growth.

Wesley Wells Writes on
The 5th Bridges Case
LONG BEACH—In a letter received by ILWU Local 13 member Preston Hill, and written on
July 10, Wesley Robert Wells,
famed Negro prisoner whose life
was saved by ILWU protests—
among others—comments on the
fifth trial of ILWU President
Harry Bridges in these words:
"I had the good fortune to
come by an issue of The Dispatcher and enjoyed it very much
Even If the gov—as always .
ernment wins its case against
it will have won nothBridges
ing. In fact, the 'win' will be the
United States' loss.
"It will be a vital blow to ...
the working men and women...
to your pocketbook . . to the
stomach of you and your loved
ones. The twenty-year persecution .. . will boomerang, and
awaken those who need awakening as to just what is happening;
and give them the incentive ...
to fight to guard and retain their
bard-fought-for gains ...

"I am for Harry Bridges because I believe in him; because I
believe in what he stands for, for
what he has fought for and is
fighting for: the working men
and women of our country .."
Wells was recently transferred
from the Terminal Island Medical

Facility to a similar institution
near Vacaville. He was saved
from the gas chamber but is still
fighting a life sentence. His
crime: throwing a cuspidor at a
prison guard, after severe provocation.

Foreign Longshoremen
Are Visiting Frisco
SAN FRANCISCO—Eight longshoremen from foreign and eastern ports have been visitors here
for the past three weeks. Two are
from Melbourne, Australia, two
from New York, two from New
Orleans, and one each from Hous-

ton and Galveston, Texas.

